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HELPING STARTUPS
START AND SCALE

Minnesota ranks ÀUVWQDWLRQDOO\LQÀYH\HDUEXVLQHVVVXUYLYDO.
The Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development
wants to keep it that way by providing a wide range of resources.

(PSRZHUVDQGHOHYDWHV0LQQHVRWD·VLQQRYDWLRQ
ecosystem by creating, connecting, and coordinating
resources across the state to support entrepreneurs
and startups.

n Increasing access to capital
o Building a connected and collaborative culture
p Growing entrepreneurial talent
www.launchminnesota.org
Small Business Development Centers
$ΚQHWZRUNRIVWDWHZLGHRIÀFHVVWDIIHGZLWKΚ
business consultants who provide expertise and
guidance at no cost to you in areas such as:
 assessing business readiness
 ÀQGLQJDQGVHFXULQJ business capital
 business plan development
 marketing and research
 and much more
www.mnsbdc.com
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Editor’s Note

often draw promising startups like Branch to town, and an amazingly supportive startup community.
One unique advantage that really can’t be overstated, however,
is the connection between large corporations and startups in
Minnesota. It’s easy to think of big companies and startups as opposite
ends of the business spectrum, but in reality, they feed each other.
You can read about the startup founders who emerged from
Minnesota’s largest companies—a small sampling among many
(“The List,” page 33); most would tell you how much that training
helped them bring a new product or service to market. Proof of
Minnesota’s appeal: Even after leaving Medtronic, Target, and the
like, these founders stick around to launch their brands here.
We’ve also talked to big companies that are creating new roles for
innovators and digital disruptors in their quest to recapture the
entrepreneurial spirit that fueled their own founding. Amol Dixit,
who is on the cover, is the consummate example: a corporate marketer turned entrepreneur who recently made a seemingly surprising
move—he returned to General Mills to run the company’s new
internal startup incubator.
As a media company built on local journalism, we see the white
space in this innovation ecosystem: an opportunity to connect the
dots among the entrepreneurs, investors, collaborators, and corporate
partners and tell stories of innovations likely to transform our
state—and our world. That’s why we created StartMN. We’re building more than a magazine; our ultimate goal is a content hub for
entrepreneurship that we hope inspires even more ideas and collaborations. After reading our inaugural issue, feel free to share it,
especially with an out-of-state friend or colleague who asks,
“Why Minnesota?” We need to get louder about the work that’s
happening here.
Myles Shaver, professor of strategic management and entrepreneurship at the University of Minnesota’s Carlson School of
Management, busts a common myth about big companies. “There’s
a perception with big corporations that they’re around forever and
ever,” he says. “In actuality, the average time on the Fortune 500 is
six to seven years.” But, he continues, Minnesota is a notable excepSTARTMN AIMS TO SHOWCASE INNOVATION AND
tion. “The reason our region has so many big companies, and ones
CONNECT ALL THE PLAYERS.
like 3M and General Mills that have been in the Fortune 500 since
it existed: They reinvent themselves.”
By Allison Kaplan
At Twin Cities Business, we do too. TCB has been covering the
state of business and its influential leaders for nearly 30 years, which
has always included entrepreneurship—in its myriad forms, across
innesota, you inspire us.
every industry, whether it starts in a garage or a state-of-the-art lab.
Every day, the staff of Twin Cities Business get to talk to
There’s no question that starting something new has become a more
people who see the white spaces and invent solutions that
popular path in recent years, however. Our dreams are bigger, our
change the way we live now and in the not-too-distant future.
needs are more urgent, and technology makes once far-fetched ideas
Developing diagnostic tests that can predict individual responses
seem within reach.
to medications (Geneticure). Bottling a probiotic juice shot that’s
That’s what StartMN is all about. It’s an extension of what you’ll
leading a new category of wellness drinks (So Good So You).
find in our main magazine, on our website and podcast, in
Creating a fintech platform for hourly workers to get paid
e-newsletters, and at events. We know innovation moves
in advance without fees (Branch).
fast today, and we want to make sure you’re in the loop.
MORE
It’s true we’ve been a bit slower than competing marLet’s get started.
ONLINE
kets to tout our advantages for startups. But that’s
Follow StartMN
changing, thanks in part to Minnesota’s Angel Tax
on Instagram
Credit (“Calling All Angels,” page 25), a new and more
@tcb.startmn
i nclu sive generat ion of vent u re c apit a l f i r ms
(“Minnesota’s Home Field Advantage,” page 18), corporate
accelerator programs (“Supporting Startups,” page 47) that

Ready to

Launch
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We design & build
digital products.
Mobile Apps — Web Apps — Voice Apps — TV Apps — Augmented Reality

Livefront helps companies grow by
creating digital products people love.
Learn more at livefront.com
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SUPPORTING
MINNESOTA
STARTUPS

BRIDGEWATER BANK:
LOCAL BANK GROWS
WITH LOCAL
ENTREPRENEURS

StartMN is made possible with
support from local companies and
organizations that value innovation
in building a vibrant business
community. StartMN’s Charter
Sponsors are authorities on ﬁnance,
education, mentorship, technology,
and business development. They
offered guidance and insights
that helped inform and inspire the
making of StartMN.
Our seven Charter Sponsors
recognize the importance of
sharing stories about the next
generation of businesses taking
shape in Minnesota and creating
connections among them. Above
all, these Charter Sponsors
represent the collaborative spirit of
Minnesota’s business community
and the teamwork required to start
something new.

Approaching banking with an
eye toward local innovation.
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THROUGH PERSONAL
EXPERIENCE, we know what it
takes to establish a successful
business.
It all started with a vision in
2005. That vision was to create
a local entrepreneurial bank
where answers came quickly,
opportunities were plentiful, and
the environment was positive
and optimistic. It would serve
entrepreneurs, business clients,
and successful individuals by
providing simple solutions with
a responsive service model.
Most importantly, it would
be an unconventional bank
where clients would notice a
difference and employees would
be challenged to grow both
professionally and personally.
More than 15 years later, this
spirited entrepreneurial vision and
unconventional banking model
has led to continuous growth and
profitability. Out of the 400plus banks in Minnesota today,
Bridgewater sits among the top
10 by asset size. Entrepreneurs
always have their eyes set on the
next rung of growth, and with
that, Bridgewater has secured
a position as one of the top
performing banks in the nation,
and in 2018 it became the first
Minnesota bank to complete a
successful IPO in 25-plus years.
Along the way, the bank has
received numerous awards for
its growth, banking services, and
esteemed corporate culture.
Whether you are seeking a
local bank for personal deposits
or commercial lending needs, let
Bridgewater be your first priority.
With branches spanning from
St. Paul to Orono, Bridgewater
can meet the needs of anyone
or any business looking for a
different approach to banking
in the Twin Cities.
bridgewaterbankmn.com

GARY S. HOLMES
CENTER FOR
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Educating and connecting the
next generation of Minnesota’s
entrepreneurs.
THE GARY S. HOLMES CENTER
FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP serves
as the hub of entrepreneurship
and innovation at the University of
Minnesota—inspiring, educating,
and connecting the next generation
of Minnesota’s entrepreneurs. A
privately funded unit within the
Carlson School of Management, it
is a nationally ranked provider of
entrepreneurship education that
has developed outreach programs
to educate and connect thousands
of entrepreneurs annually.
Its unique experiential course
offerings enable students across
campus to design new products,
test new venture concepts, partner
with leading corporate innovation
teams, manage a venture capital
fund, and even launch and operate
real companies as part of their
classroom experience. Its studentfocused programs connect students
with internships, fellowships,
mentoring, seed funding, and a
wide range of resources to pursue
their entrepreneurial ventures. The
Holmes Center recently partnered
with the University Libraries to
create the Toaster Innovation Hub,
a collaborative workspace in Walter
Library for students at all levels
from all colleges to work together
on applied projects related to
innovation and entrepreneurship.
In addition to leading innovative
startups, graduates from the
entrepreneurship program start
their careers in a broad range
of corporate, investment, and
consulting positions.
The Holmes Center organizes
the largest statewide startup
competition in the country (MN
Cup), accelerates and connects
Minnesota’s food and agriculture
entrepreneur and innovation
ecosystem (Grow North), leads
the University-wide technology
commercialization training for the
National Science Foundation’s
national innovation network (MINCorps), and serves as the statewide
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education partner for DEED’s
Launch MN program. Each of these
programs mobilizes support from
alumni and the entrepreneurial
business community to drive talent
development and job creation in our
state. Collectively, these programs
will support more than 3,000
individual entrepreneurs in 2021.
Through these and other dedicated
outreach programs targeting
women and BIPOC entrepreneurs
(WE* and Ascend Twin Cities),
the Holmes Center is committed
to purposefully engaging and
supporting the development of a
diverse range of entrepreneurs.
entrepreneurship.umn.edu

GREATER MSP:
GROWING TOGETHER

economic development strategy
focused on job growth, racial
inclusion, entrepreneurship, talent,
housing affordability, regional
brand, transportation mobility, and
the new climate economy. This
strategy supports the GREATER
MSP Partnership as it executes on its
vision for the MSP region to lead the
world in inclusive economic growth
by welcoming all, empowering talent,
and igniting innovation.
GREATER MSP has become a
large and diverse ecosystem of
organizations building innovative
solutions, setting audacious longterm ambitions, and breaking
through long-standing boundaries
by harnessing the power of
cross-sector collaboration.
greatermsp.org

Fostering collaborative initiatives
that deliver innovative solutions
for MSP.

LAUNCH MINNESOTA
AND SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

GREATER MSP is the economic
development partnership for
the 15-county MinneapolisSaint Paul region. We are 300
leading businesses, universities,
cities, counties, philanthropies,
and others working together to
accelerate global competitiveness
and inclusive economic growth in
Minneapolis-Saint Paul. Together,
we are growing the number of
companies and good jobs in our
region, expanding the talent base,
increasing capital investment into
our market, telling the stories of
our region, building the startup
ecosystem, providing decisionmakers with independent economic
intelligence, and investing in
existing and new economic sectors
of strength. GREATER MSP does
this work with the region, across the
country, and throughout the world.
We have big ambitions for the future
of the GREATER MSP region, and we
invite you to join us!
Our initiatives include Make
It. MSP., Forge North, MBOLD,
and ConnextMSP. Each strategic
initiative is led by a coalition of
regional partners working to address
specific challenges and deliver
measurable results. Together, the
GREATER MSP Partnership shapes
and executes a shared regional

Helping startups get
established and grow.
LAUNCH MINNESOTA AND
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS—as parts of the Minnesota
Department of Employment and
Economic Development (DEED)—
share DEED’s commitment to helping
Minnesota startups get established
and grow. Minnesota ranks first in
the nation in its five-year business
survival rate, and these two organizations help by providing a wide range
of programs and services at no cost
to businesses and entrepreneurs.
LAUNCH MINNESOTA empowers
and elevates Minnesota’s innovation
ecosystem, serving as an entry point
for startups. Launch MN connects,
convenes, and catalyzes entrepreneurial efforts statewide by bringing
together public and private organizations from diverse sectors and
industries. We want Minnesota to
be the best place to start and scale
new ventures by providing access to
capital, connectivity, and expertise.
We’re working together to:

1. Increase access to capital
through Launch MN grants
(for innovative business and
technology), through the

Minnesota Angel Tax Credit
Program, and by fostering connections to private investors.
2. Build a collaborative and
connected culture to help
individuals more easily navigate resources. One example
is our statewide network of
eight hubs and more than
80 partners, which provides
services through a hub-andspoke model.
3. Grow entrepreneurial talent
and expertise through education and networking, such
as the Minnesota Exchange
powered by Kinetic—a software platform to connect
Minnesota startup founders
to subject matter experts—as
well as a partnership with the
University of Minnesota to
provide lean startup education statewide.
mn.gov/launchmn
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS (SBDCS) are a network
of 25 statewide offices staffed with
business consultants who provide
professional expertise and guidance across a wide range of services. We help pre-venture, startup
firms, and existing businesses with
topics including assessing business
readiness; finding and securing
business capital; financial analysis and assessment; accounting
systems and literacy; marketing and
research; business plan development; increasing profitability and
stability; electronic commerce and
website development; pandemic
recovery; and succession planning.
SBDCs offer no-cost confidential
consulting to help clients identify,
understand, and overcome the
challenges of starting and running
a successful business. Our highly
educated consultants have extensive business ownership, management, and financial experience,
and they provide practical, realistic advice. We collaborate with
college faculty and students, lenders, and other economic development professionals invested in the
success of your business.
mnsbdc.com
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LIVEFRONT: CREATING
DIGITAL PRODUCTS
PEOPLE LOVE
Designing apps that help
companies grow.
LIVEFRONT is a digital product
studio known for designing
standout, successful consumerfacing apps. Based in Minneapolis,
our team of elite designers,
engineers, and product managers
helps companies grow by creating
digital products people love.
Since 2001, we’ve helped drive
measurable and material business
outcomes for some of the world’s
largest brands and most promising
startups by helping them invent,
build, launch, grow, and evolve core
digital products on phones, tablets,
smart speakers, TVs, IoT devices,
and wearables like watches.
Our mission is to make our client
partners stronger, and our work
reflects an unwavering dedication to
building quality software, services,
and experiences people can’t live
without. We believe that creating
the best digital products requires
fully dedicated senior-level teams
across strategy, design, engineering,
and product management. We ask
our client partners to join us in a
hands-on, iterative, and collaborative
process based on specific KPIs,
rapid prototyping, and ongoing
measurement and optimization. The
result is a combined team moving
at breakneck speed and building
things the right way to thrive in an
increasingly competitive digital
landscape.
If you choose to work with
Livefront, here are a few things you
can expect:
• While we take our work very
seriously, we don’t take ourselves
too seriously.
• We’ll put working software in your
hands, every week.
• We’ll bring our expertise on
consumer expectations for worldclass digital products, and we’ll
ask you to bring your expertise on
your business.
• Whether we work together for
six months or six years, we’ll treat
your product with love and care as
if it were our own.
livefront.com
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LURIE, LLP:
ACCOUNTANTS,
ADVISORS, AND
ADVOCATES FOR MN
STARTUPS
A team with specialized
expertise and solutions at every
stage—from startup through
succession.
LURIE, LLP is a leading
Minneapolis-based accounting,
tax, and advisory firm providing
innovative business and financial
solutions for business leaders
and entrepreneurs, from startup
through succession. As a firm
founded by entrepreneurs in 1940,
the drive to serve both emerging
and growing businesses is part of
Lurie’s DNA—with broad expertise
and fresh thinking applied to all
financial aspects of starting and
growing a successful business.
Lurie’s mission is to engage
with clients, colleagues, and
communities so that they thrive—
today and into the future. This
mission includes being a pillar of
the Twin Cities startup community,
exemplified through the firm’s
founding sponsorship of MN Cup,
an annual startup competition
organized by the University of
Minnesota. Lurie has the passion,
tools, and a network of resources
to support, launch, and accelerate
the development of new ventures.
With more than 180 employees,
offices in Minnesota and Florida,
and membership in Moore
North America, Lurie has the
ability to serve clients across
the United States and globally
in a wide variety of industries. In
addition to delivering solutions in
accounting, audit, tax planning,
wealth management, health care,
technology, employee retention,
credit support, and more, Lurie is
a firm dedicated to doing things
right, fueled by a desire to help the
community.
The firm has been honored
with multiple top industry and
employer awards, including
managing partner Beth Kieffer
Leonard being named a 2021 Most
Admired CEO by Minneapolis/
St. Paul Business Journal. Lurie is
also annually recognized on the

Accounting MOVE Project list
by the Accounting & Financial
Women’s Alliance as one of the
nation’s Best CPA Firms for Women
and Best CPA Firms for Equity
Leadership. For more than two
decades, Lurie has been listed on
the Top 200 Firms list by INSIDE
Public Accounting.
luriellp.com/entrepreneurs

MNTECH: FUELING
MINNESOTA’S TECH
ECOSYSTEM
Advocacy, talent development,
and community building for
tech-driven companies.
THE MINNESOTA TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATION is a coalition of
more than 200 member companies
united in building a stronger
tech ecosystem and innovation
economy in Minnesota. We believe
Minnesota’s technology-driven
companies achieve the greatest
success when they have access
to exceptional talent, dedicated
public policy advocates, and are
part of an innovative, inclusive
technology community. For more
than 30 years, the Minnesota
Technology Association has
helped nurture each of these
attributes within our state,
enabling Minnesota technologydriven businesses, professionals,
and communities to thrive.
Each year, thousands of
technology professionals make
meaningful connections and
advance their careers through
MnTech’s respected programs,
educational opportunities, and
networking events. We also lead
the charge in advancing techrelated public policy issues to
Minnesota’s state capitol and
serve as the local affiliate of
TECNA, Technology Councils
of North America. Our member
companies work the spectrum of
technology, including IT, advanced
manufacturing, life sciences,
fintech, agtech, cleantech, and
edutech, and range from longestablished corporations to small
and growing startups.
mntech.org
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Coworking
Comeback

PHOTO: C/O THE COVEN ST. PAUL

HAD ENOUGH OF WORKING
AT THE KITCHEN TABLE?
PEEK INSIDE SOME POPULAR
COLLABORATIVE SPACES.

T

he Covid-19 pandemic shook the very foundation of coworking. Suddenly, indoor spaces designed for collaboration
became a health risk. After years of continued growth—the
number of shared office spaces in the Twin Cities tripled between
2014 and 2019, according to commercial real estate firm Cushman
& Wakefield—membership plummeted in 2020. But coworking
is poised to bounce back as people crave connection and companies

shrink their offices. “We see more companies looking to offer
their employees workspace alternatives,” says James O’Reilly,
president of Life Time Work. “That means leveraging coworking,
especially for those spaces that are close to where employees live.”
From The Coven (pictured) to Fueled Collective, numbers are on
the upswing. Life Time Work’s 2021 revenue and member count
has already surpassed pre-Covid levels. µ
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Coworking

µ

1st Round

T HE COVEN ST. PAUL
165 Western Ave. N., Suite 8, St. Paul,
thecoven.com
VIBE: An Instagram-worthy workday.
Colorful and creative. BEST SEAT: The
long, green bench by the windows in
back, flanked by Ashley Mary murals
that make great Zoom backgrounds.
MEMBERSHIP: Primarily people who identify as women,
trans, and nonbinary; lots of entrepreneurs, marketing/
PR folks, business consultants, creatives. WHO YOU
MIGHT BUMP INTO: The Studio BV design team; tutors
from College Nannies, Sitters, and Tutors (the company
offices here and also provides on-site child care for
members). PERKS: Virtual and in-person leadership/
entrepreneurship events. OTHER LOCATIONS: 2429
Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis.

F LO C K
2611 First Ave. S., Minneapolis,
flockmpls.com
VIBE: For the entrepreneur who rides
a bike everywhere instead of driving
a Tesla. Thoughtfully designed for
comfort and style. Unmistakably
not a coworking chain. BEST SEAT:
Outside on the patio or at the table by the large bay
window up front. MEMBERSHIP: A mix of entrepreneurs
and remote workers. Lots of media professionals. WHO
YOU MIGHT BUMP INTO: Adaobi Okolue, executive
director and publisher of Twin Cities Media Alliance; Katie
Vagnino, marketing manager for Happify Health. PERKS:
Community lunches, podcast studio, dog-friendly, tons
of bike racks, 24/7 access, and on-site staff, including an
entrepreneurship expert.

FUEL ED COL L ECT IVE –
DOW NTOW N MIN NEAPO L I S
400 S. Fourth St., Suite 401,
Minneapolis, fueledcollectivemn.com
VIBE: Get your juices flowing in the
shell of the storied Minneapolis Grain
Exchange. Old school meets new
school in an awe-inspiring space
that’s become a popular wedding venue on weekends.
BEST SEAT: Anywhere on the 16,000-squarefoot former trading floor. MEMBERSHIP: Techies,
solopreneurs, creatives, freelancers. WHO YOU MIGHT
BUMP INTO: Ryan Bosshart, CEO of tech startup
phData, which offices here. PERKS: Meeting rooms,
recording studio, exercise room, indoor bike storage.
OTHER LOCATIONS: 1400 Van Buren St. N.E., Suite 200
Minneapolis.

L I F E TI M E WO R K
200 Southdale Center, Edina,
work.lifetime.life
VIBE: Upscale hotel lobby. Execs
in flip-flops. BEST SEAT: The quiet
rooms with plush chairs and task
lighting are in demand; the lightfilled library area offers semi-private
booths and space to spread out. MEMBERSHIP: A mix of
entrepreneurs, independent contractors, and corporate
professionals seeking a “third office.” WHO YOU MIGHT
BUMP INTO: Casting director Viva Carr; independent
accountant Matt Dybing. PERKS: Access to Life Time
athletic club next door, including spa, rooftop pool, and
restaurants. Members can use any Life Time location
nationwide. OTHER LOCATIONS: 1600 Utica Ave. S., St.
Louis Park; downtown Minneapolis (open soon).

MODERNW EL L
NEW R U L E S
2909 S. Wayzata Blvd., Minneapolis,
2015 Lowry Ave. N., Minneapolis,
modernwell.co
newrulesmn.com
VIBE: Spa meets creative agency
VIBE: You get a little hipper just
in a light-filled, open space. BEST
walking in the door. BEST SEAT: Grab
SEAT: Armchairs by the fireplace—a
a table or couch by one of the three
comfortable spot for conversation
garage doors that open up to the
or concentration. MEMBERSHIP:
sidewalk out front. MEMBERSHIP:
Predominantly women, from small business owners to
Creatives, makers, and social enterprise entrepreneurs.
corporate lawyers and bankers who crave a less formal,
WHO YOU MIGHT BUMP INTO: ITS Fest MN founder
more inclusive setting for meetings. WHO YOU
Philli Irvin; Bfresh Productions founder Rebecca
MIGHT BUMP INTO: Lani Basa, co-founder/
McDonald. PERKS: AV equipment, podcast
owner of the Business Women’s Circle; Heather
booth, industrial sewing machine, screen
MORE
Strommen, interior designer and influencer
printer, commercial kitchen, Apple
@sweetshadylane. PERKS: Podcast
computers, bikes, access to event space.
ONLINE
studio, Wellness Wednesdays, inspiring
OTHER LOCATIONS: Second space
Explore other
conversations about diversity and inclusion.
coming soon in North Minneapolis. Q
coworking spots at
tcbmag.com/startmn.

SOUND
BITE

“Hybrid work came into its own in 2020. The idea that you come into the ofﬁce twice a week opens
an opportunity for coworking—it’s a professional space that’s not your home and not your HQ. I think
those close to residential areas are going to do really well.” —Don Ball, co-founder, Fueled Collective.
Hear more of his insights about coworking and work culture on TCB’s By All Means podcast.
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What to expect at six Twin Cities coworking spaces:
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FRANCHISING

Ready to Go Big
The Twin Cities is headquarters to some of the nation’s most successful
franchise operations, including Self Esteem Brands (Anytime Fitness,
Waxing The City), Dairy Queen, Great Clips, Regis Corp. (Supercuts,
Cost Cutters), and Winmark Corp. (Plato’s Closet, Play It Again Sports).
Here comes the next generation.

Face Foundrié
A Minneapolisbased express
facial salon that
offers 20- and
40-minute
facials and walkin appointments,
with prices
starting at $45.
Other services
include brow
shaping, lash
application, and
dermaplaning.
THE PITC H:

Facials should be
part of a regular
skin care routine,
not reserved
for a “spa day,”
which can seem
time consuming
and cost
prohibitive.
F OUND ER:

Michele Henry
LOC A TIONS:

Three in the
Twin Cities and
one in Chicago;
15 under
construction,
including St.
Paul, Phoenix,
Houston, and
Tampa.
facefoundrie.
com

Crisp & Green
Wayzata-based
fast-casual restaurant serving
made-to-order
salads and grain
bowls. Its app
for ordering
ahead fueled fast
growth during
the pandemic
and allowed an
expansion into
grocery, selling
ready-to-serve
fresh ingredients—diced
tomatoes, grilled
turkey—in 12and 24-ounce
containers.
THE PI TCH:

Making healthy
eating easy. The
company says
20 percent of
customers visit
at least three
times a week.
F OU ND ER :

Steele Smiley
L OCATI O NS:

10 in the Twin
Cities, South
Dakota, and
Dallas; 43 more
slated to open
soon in 10 states,
from Florida to
Colorado.
crispand
green.com

µ

PHOTO: C/O FACE FOUNDRIÉ, CRISP & GREEN, CASA DE CORAZÓN, BUBBLY PAWS (FRANCHISES), LIZ GIORGI (EXPERT)

BY A LLIS O N KA P LA N

Casa de
Corazón
Maple Grovebased Spanish immersion
early-learning
program serving children from
infancy through
preschool, plus
enrichment programs for students in grades 1
through 6.
THE PITCH:

Providing
inclusive, diverse
day care services
in an intercultural
setting, where
kids of different
cultures learn
from one another.
FOUNDER:

Natalie
Standridge
LOCATIONS:

Seven locations
in the Twin Cities
and Wisconsin
and one under
construction
in Rochester;
talks underway
with potential
franchisees in
Texas, Colorado,
Washington state,
and Florida.
casaearlylearning.
com

Crisp & Green founder
Steele Smiley also plans to franchise
Wayzata-based Stalk & Spade, his
new plant-based burger restaurant.
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Bubbly Paws
Minneapolisbased dog
grooming salon
and dog washing
service.
THE PITCH:

“There’s no
real leader in
a grooming
franchise, and
most of the other
companies are
newer, with no
track record of
success, where
we have 10 years
already,” says
co-founder Keith
Miller.
FO U N D E R S :

Keith and
Patrycia Miller
LOCATIONS:

Four in the Twin
Cities; talks
underway in
North Carolina,
Florida, and
California.
bubblypaws.com

INSIGHT
Ninety-two
U.S. brands
started offering
franchises in
the ﬁrst eight
months of 2021,
according to the
International
Franchise
Association.

Mastering
the Pitch
Liz Giorgi
is in the
content creation
business, but raising more
than $15 million for her
Minneapolis-based photo/
video company Soona has
given her new perspective
on e ectively sharing her
own story with investors.
Here’s what she’s learned.
The pitch deck
must tell a story.
Fundraising decks
(electronic presentations)
get circulated like hot
stock tips in the venture
community. Make sure
yours is clear—but in a
meeting, assume the
investor hasn’t seen
the deck. Present it
like storytime with
the founder. Make it
memorable.

1

Know the FAQs
and memorize the
answers. Investors
like to think they ask
original questions, but
honestly, they tend to
be the same. Expect to
be asked about market
size, unit economics,
and, depending on
your stage, how you’re
getting traction with
your marketing and
messaging.

2

Share your
personal story.
In a sea of pitches,
it’s often the founders
themselves who stand
out. I always share my
stories as a first-time
founder. I talk about
growing up in my family’s
Boundary Waters canoe
outfitting business. These
details can disarm even
the most stoic capitalist.

3
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Branding

How to Package Fun

When a branding agency launches a product of its own, you can be sure every aspect of the
packaging is carefully considered. Chad Hetherington, co-founder and CEO of The Stable, based
in Minneapolis, takes us inside the content strategy and design for fundays, its new hard seltzer
now available at Target and other major retailers.

Flavor names:
They’re cheeky—
meant to bring
flavors to life.
And occasiondriven—designed
to evoke garden
parties, barbecues,
tailgating, and even
skinny-dipping.
(Suggested social
media caption:
“fundays required,
bathing suits
optional.”)

Colors:
Bright, lively,
uplifting
Pattern:
Each fundays
flavor has a
corresponding
pattern to help with
recognizability and
differentiation
(and to look great
on Instagram).
Dietary beneﬁts
are front and
center because
they matter to this
target audience.

“”
“We know
our audience
is heavily
influenced by
aesthetics,
authenticity,
and clean
ingredients.”
— CHAD
HETHERINGTON
Target dems:
Urban
professionals,
21-30;
“cool parents,”
32-48; and “glory
days shoppers,”
45-60, parents of
teens/empty nesters
who turn to social
media for brand
recommendations.

INSIGHT
The International
Wine and Spirits
Record (IWSR)
predicts that by
the end of 2021,
the seltzer and
ready-to-drink
category will
be bigger by
volume than
total wine sales.

“Believe it or not, we identified white space in the seltzer market,
leveraging our analytics and insights team, and found that there
was real opportunity to build a brand, with unique flavors aimed at
Gen Z and millennials, that didn’t take itself too seriously.” — C.H.
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In her dozen years at General Mills, Lauren Pradhan rose through the ranks to senior
marketing manager and then served as founding executive director of Minneapolisbased food and ag accelerator Grow North, before leaving in 2020 to start her own
consultancy helping founders build food and beverage brands. Consumer packaged
goods (CPG) are some of the most challenging startups to grow, she says. Pradhan shares
three factors that entrepreneurs should know before they jump into the CPG world:

PHOTO: C/O LAUREN PRADHAN (EXPERT)

FROM THE
EXPERT
Three Things to
Consider Before
Launching a Food
and Beverage
Brand

Account for
costs. A lot of
CPG products
start at the farmers
market, and the founders
often don’t take into
account discounting,
waste, distribution, and
manufacturing, resulting
in a price that is too low
to scale.

1

Get out of the
kitchen. A food
entrepreneur
needs to literally get
out of the kitchen and
make time to sell and
build the business.
This can mean hiring
staff or moving to a
co-manufacturer.

2

Go beyond
social media.
In this day and
age, consumers expect
companies to take
positions on social
issues, but if one of your
customers asks you
face-to-face why you are
taking a position, do you
have a genuine answer?

3

Creating Cultures “As a startup, you can get lost in infinite possibilities. It’s really
important to know your values, principles, and beliefs. Ask yourself: ‘What do you
believe to be true that the rest of the world doesn’t?’ It guides you on where to go.”
—Ping Yeh is the co-founder of StemoniX, a Maple Grove biotech startup that produces human-based
micro-organs for clinical trials. Earlier this year, StemoniX merged with Vyant Bio, and Yeh became the
company’s chief innovation officer.
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Health + Wellness

The Future of Health Care
Predictions from local medtech founders and educators featured
on TCB’s By All Means podcast. tcbmag.com/byallmeans
Digital therapeutics. “Devices we’ll have in our homes or wear on our
bodies—personal AI systems for much better, more customized health care.
The pandemic accelerated technology rapidly.” —Daniel McLaughlin, senior
executive fellow, University of St. Thomas Opus College of Business
Administrative automation. “One of the positives [of the pandemic] is the
way our health care system has embraced a new way of working. There’s a
newfound appetite and willingness to bring in tech to solve problems.”
—Dr. Jeremy Friese, co-founder, Verata Health, acquired in 2020 by Olive
The demise of telehealth. “Remotely getting care from a doctor is the
same thing as renting a movie from Blockbuster. That business model is
dying—you’ve got negative unit economics. What’s coming is Amazon Care,
Walmart Health Centers. The tech itself is commoditized and integrated into
a digitally enabled business. You will have more choice. The option to get
care when you want it, how you want it, at the price you want is going to be
the most radical transformation.” —Jon Pearce, founder, Zipnosis, acquired in
2021 by Bright Health Group

• Direct Hire
• Contract
to Hire
• Contract
16 • T C B M A G . C O M / StartMN
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“”
“E-commerce is
the new form of
entrepreneurship.
It’s the corner
store online.
The barriers
to starting a
business are
lower than ever.”
—JOHN TEDESCO,
CEO OF DRIP, A VENTUREBACKED E-COMMERCE
MARKETING AUTOMATION
PLATFORM THAT
SERVES DIRECTTO-CONSUMER BRANDS

From private start-ups
to public Fortune 500
companies, True Source
matches top-performing
and rising professionals
with the right opportunities
in app dev, analytics, mobile,
devops, product, agile,
testing, and more.

Contact us today at:
true-source.com
info@true-source.com
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Made from
all-natural,
halal
ingredients.

FROM THE
EXPERT

2
1

3

4

Finding Beauty
PHOTO: CAITLIN ABRAMS (BEAUTY); C/O MIKE JACKSON (EXPERT)

NOT EVEN A GLOBAL PANDEMIC COULD STOP THE FLOOD OF NEW
BEAUTY AND WELLNESS BRANDS COMING OUT OF THE TWIN CITIES.
HERE ARE FOUR FOUNDED IN 2020:
1. Lip Esteem
After years
working as a
makeup artist for
brands like MAC,
L’Oréal, and
Estée Lauder,
Tameka Jones
built Lip Esteem
around the
idea of helping
people find their
confidence. The
St. Paul-based
brand is also one
of the six Twin
Cities businesses
chosen for
season six of
Small Business
Revolution,
a company
“makeover” TV
series produced
by Deluxe Corp.
Available online
at lipesteem.com

2. Odele
Odele features
clean packaging
and simple,
straightforward
hair care
products.
Founded by
Britta Chatterjee,
Lindsay Holden,
and Shannon
Kearney, the
Minneapolisbased company
aims to cut
through the
beauty aisle
clutter and
make it easier
to choose a
shampoo and
conditioner.
Available at
Target stores and
odelebeauty.com

3. Silk Road
Wellness
Annie Qaiser
started making
natural beauty
products in her
kitchen because
she couldn’t find
a brand whose
ingredients and
sourcing upheld
her religious
and cultural
requirements.
Last year, she
made it official,
launching
a fully halal
skin care and
wellness brand
in Bloomington.
Available at MOA
Community
Commons, coops, and
silkroadwellness.
com

4. Womaness
Womaness is
a New York
City-based
menopause
solutions brand,
but co-founder
Sally Mueller
is based in
Minneapolis. A
longtime Target
executive turned
entrepreneur,
Mueller saw
a gap in the
market and filled
it with modern
products for
women entering
menopause,
from neck serum
to cooling mist.
Available at
Target stores and
womaness.com

Building
Your
Network
As founder and
CEO of Minneapolis-based
recruiting and networking
technology company
Black Tech Talent, Mike
Jackson networks for a
living. He shares three best
practices:
Be in the room.
Sometimes you go
somewhere with
the intention of meeting
someone who you’re
interested in meeting,
and other times you’re
the person someone else
is hoping to meet. But
you won’t know if you’re
not in the room.

1

Do your
homework. When
you’re looking to
grow your network, take
the time to learn the
people or type of people
you want to connect
with. Where do they
hang out? What are their
interests? What are their
pet peeves? What are
the social norms in their
environment?

2

Add value,
consistently.
“Out of sight,
out of mind” should be
your cautionary mantra.
Figure out how you
can add value to your
new relationships on a
consistent basis. This
can be through content,
giving advice on an area
of expertise, and showing
up when invited. Don’t
force your presence; just
make sure that when
the opportunity to be
involved presents itself,
you’re there.

3
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Minnesota’s
Home-Field
Advantage
THE KEYS TO A THRIVING STARTUP ECOSYSTEM
ARE RIGHT HERE. NOW WE NEED TO LEVERAGE
THEM TO THE FULLEST. By Mary Grove

IN

While our corporations may be the key to increasing our startup
success, the entire business community can help establish Minnesota
as an innovation hub. We can all leverage our home-field advantage
for accelerated growth with these actions:
Support creation of more startups: We have a strong base of
entrepreneurial support organizations (ESOs) to build on, like Beta,
Minnestar, MN Cup, and Lunar Startups. We can continue to create
structured programs and support to help entrepreneurs at the earliest
stage connect to new resources. We can advocate for continued
growth of programs like Launch Minnesota and the Angel Tax
Credit, which incentivize more startups and investors to get in the
game from the start.
Mobilize more early-stage capital: Minnesota is still a difficult
place to raise capital, particularly at the early stages and, ironically,
in sectors where we’re strongest, like consumer tech, food, and
medtech. We can mobilize more individuals to be active angel investors, back the growth of more local venture capital firms, and proactively partner with VC fi rms across the country to establish a
presence here or at least invest in Minnesota-based companies.
Embrace a culture of risk and failure: While we should lean into
our own identity, we can borrow from Silicon Valley the sense of
urgency—the foot-on-the-gas-pedal, run-fast-and-break-things
mentality. Minnesota ranks first in the nation in five-year business
survivability, but we’re in the bottom fifth for new business starts.
We need more people to take risks. To get there, we need to encourage a culture of experimentation.
Encourage big enterprise to proactively engage with startups:
This is a massive untapped opportunity for our Fortune 500 and big
enterprise suite to connect with emerging startups in their sectors.
From sponsoring more ESOs and events to mentoring startups to
deeper commercial engagements around supplier relationships,
distribution deals, investing in startups and funds, and acquiring and
keeping talent local, there’s a range of ways to create a more permeable
membrane where talent can flow from enterprise to startups and back.
Lead on conversation and action on equity and inclusion:
Through Bread & Butter Ventures, I think about driving change at
every layer—the limited partners who invest in our fund, the diversity
of our team and decision-makers, how we build an open-door pipeline
with diverse founders and help our companies recruit and retain
diverse talent. We believe that investing in diverse teams directly
leads to better financial return, and we know firsthand that having
a diverse investment team directly drives more diverse deal flow.
Tell our story to the world: Minnesotans are notoriously modest.
In a world where talent can choose anywhere to live, we need to be
a lot louder about what the state has to offer. We have a great and
growing story in Minnesota, and the whole world deserves to know
about it.
The opportunity has never been greater to bring the best of
Minnesota to the world and the best of the world to
Minnesota. The onus is on us to activate and capitalize
on the uniqueness of our region. I’m excited for
where we go next.

2018, I moved to Minnesota after almost two decades
working in Silicon Valley’s tech industry. The move was
inspired by both personal connections and professional
intrigue. My husband Steve’s large family lives here, which made
raising our twins here appealing. But there was more to it: I had a
hunch that the future of the innovation economy might lie in places
like Minnesota that boast unique advantages for building and growing new companies.
So after 15 years at Google, I took the plunge to become a venture
investor, backing early-stage tech companies through Bread & Butter
Ventures, which I started with my partner Brett Brohl. I now pitch
investors on our region’s secret weapon—the Minnesota home-field
advantage. It centers on our corporate backbone, the multitrilliondollar global industry behemoths in food tech, health tech, enterprise
software, retail, and fintech. Companies like Cargill, Ecolab, Hormel,
Securian, 3M, and Mayo Clinic lead their categories and are hungry
clients for new technologies. And they are eager to be near new ideas
in their fields, making them ready mentors and investors. Startups
that launch and scale in Minnesota can partner with titans of industry
right in our backyard, creating a flywheel of innovation unrivaled
in most of the country.
Yet we’ve barely scratched the surface of this competitive advantage. We have a ways to go before
Minnesota is recognized as a nation-leading
We need more
startup ecosystem like Silicon Valley. Last year,
people
to take risks.
Minnesota startups landed a record $1.9 billion in venture capital funding, up from
To get there, we
$1.27 billion in 2019—No. 2 in the Midwest
need to encourage
and No. 12 in the nation. But it’s still a fraca culture of
tion of the $130 billion in VC funding
experimentation.
deployed across the U.S. in 2020.
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Mary Grove is managing partner of Bread &
Butter Ventures and executive director of
Silicon North Stars, a nonprofit she cofounded with her husband, Steve, commissioner of Minnesota’s Department of
Employment and Economic Development.
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been held out of things because I’m loud.
There are opportunities I know I’m missing
out on because I’m a loud Black man.

Why This St. Paul
Startup CEO
Moved to Dallas
UPSIE FOUNDER CLARENCE BETHEA ON WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE A
BLACK TECH FOUNDER IN MINNESOTA.

U

PHOTO: C/O UPSIE

psie founder and CEO Clarence Bethea closed on an $18.2 million
Series A round in May, more than doubled the size of his staff, and
vowed to build his online warranty platform into a multibillion-dollar
company in St. Paul. Two months later, he and his family moved to Dallas.
What happened? TCB editor-in-chief Allison Kaplan talked to Bethea about
how it feels to be a Black founder in the Twin Cities startup community.

ALLISON K APL AN : Clarence, as much

A . K . : One thing’s for sure: We’re talking

as I wanted your voice in this fi rst issue of
StartMN, I was also very conscious that on
panels and in articles, you are frequently
“the Black founder.” Does it bother you to
get calls to talk about diversity rather than
consumer behavior?
CL ARE NCE B ETH E A: I’m not the only
Black person who can talk about diversity
in our town. But this topic is so massive right
now. I get why people ask me. I hear others
say, “I don’t want to mess up [my success]
by saying stuff.” If I don’t hold the torch for
some of this, who else is going to?

more about disparities in funding now than
we were a year ago. Do you feel like progress
is being made?
C . B . : The question is not are people aware,
it’s what are they doing about it. There are
people in our community who I know give
a damn: Daren Cotter, Matchstick Ventures,
Bread & Butter Ventures [Twin Cities-based
investors who participated in Upsie’s latest
raise, led by Silicon Valley-based True
Ventures]. They’re trying to put more dollars
into Black founders’ hands. But I’ve been
called the “N word” at startup events. I’ve

A.K.: Some might look at the money you’ve
raised, awards you’ve won, press you’ve
re c e i ve d , a nd t a k e i s sue w it h t h at
statement.
C . B . : I think what we’ve done in our
[startup] community is to say, “Look at
Clarence!” But I’m just one person. If I told
you the stories of other Black founders, of
women founders, you would cry. It’s been
really evident to me in the last year or so.
Cheering on Twitter is different than truly
supporting. I had one [white] guy with a
corporate background apply for a job at
Upsie and tell me he could bring “credibility”
to my business. There’s no respect there. I
think I’m threatening to people when I don’t
need them. If I’m successful, I’m going to
give money to other Black founders. It’s no
different than what the white guys have done
for generations.
A . K . : What has the year since George

F l o y d ’s mu r d e r b e e n l i k e f o r y o u
personally?
C . B . : I got pulled over driving a few miles
from my home in Prior Lake. The officer
came to the window, looked past me, and
said to my wife, who is white, “Ma’am, are
you OK?”—in front of our kids. I learned
long ago to shut up in those situations, or [I
would] be seen as an angry Black man. But
there’s a heightened stress with everything
happening in Minnesota. I feel like I’m going
to get shot by a police officer one day. That’s
the level of anxiety. Running a business is
hard. I’m worried about my family all the
time, and then I’ve got to worry about driving to work or the convenience store.
A . K . : Is that why you decided to move?
C.B.: I had to move somewhere where there

was more diversity. Where I was more
normal. In 10 days in Dallas, I’ve seen more
diversity than in all my years in Minnesota.
[Editor’s note: Bethea moved to Minnesota
19 years ago to play basketball at Bemidji State
University. He dropped out to work at a group
home and eventually landed a job in the Twin
Cities.]
A . K . : Will you move Upsie?
C . B . : The company is staying in St. Paul.

I made a commitment to the mayor, and I
want to build a multibillion-dollar company
T C B M A G . C O M / StartMN •
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in St. Paul. I want to stay involved and remain
a light for diverse founders and see the community thrive. This community made me
a man and has taken care of my business.
But for my health and my family, I couldn’t
do it from there. The board, the team, our
investors—they understood. The company
is thriving in this remote world.

“”

Here’s my challenge
to our community and
all the white startup
founders: Go mentor
someone you’re
uncomfortable with.

A . K . : Heartbreaking—for you, and for

t he Tw in Cities. How do we ma ke it
better?
C . B . : Some of the startup programs must
fi nd a way to be more welcoming to Black
founders. We have to create an environment
where people feel like it’s OK to come
through the door.
A . K . : But you’re on the board of Beta, the
organization that produces Twin Cities
Startup Week.
C . B . : That’s because I will break down the
door to get in [to opportunities]. That’s not
most people’s mentality. If there’s a biased
question on the application, they’re just not
going to apply.

A . K . : What would be an example of a

biased question?
C . B . : When you’re asking a founder at the

pre-seed stage to list their KPIs, there’s
entrenched bias there. Most Black founders
at an early stage won’t even know what that
means. I didn’t grow up with a family where
my dad was an attorney and my mom worked
at startups. The survey question could be
less fancy, like what metrics are you using
to measure success?
A . K . : The first time I interviewed you was
for an article on mentorship. I know you’ve
benefitted from great friendships with both

+

cor porate executives and successfu l
entrepreneurs.
C.B.: The great fortune I had was to be
mentored by people who didn’t come from
where I came from. [Editor’s note: Bethea
described himself as a “ hood kid” from
Atlanta on a 2019 episode of By All Means
podcast]. It was a clear advantage to me.
When you’re from where I’m from, you’re
just looking for a light—someone to breathe
some life into you and tell you that you can
do better.
Another frustration I have is, I know a
Fortune 500 executive who was mentoring
his neighbor’s son. They live in multimilliondollar homes! Why are you mentoring the
dude next door, who already has access to
the world? Here’s my challenge to our community and all the white startup founders:
Go mentor someone you’re uncomfortable
w ith. Find someone on the streets of
Minneapolis who wants to get into startups
and mentor that kid. Both sides have to get
comfortable with being uncomfortable. I
promise you we’ll have more Clarences than
we know what to do with. Q

+
Get your
Pass Today!
BETA hoodie and t-shirt
BETA Passholder pin
BETA Showcase GA Ticket
BETA State of the State GA Ticket
Twin Cities Startup Week GA Ticket
Admission to the BETA community Slack channel
Invitations to exclusive BETA, TCSW, & tech.mn events

The gateway to the Minnesota innovation community is right here - grab your
BETA Pass for access to the top Minnesota entrepreneurial events!

www.beta.mn
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Beneﬁts of Being a
Hybrid Professional
IT TAKES A MIX OF SKILLS TO SUCCEED AT A BIG COMPANY OR A
STARTUP. HERE’S WHAT BUSINESSES OF ALL SIZES CAN GAIN FROM
FLEXIBLE LEADERS. By Claire Powell

W

hen I moved from a large corporation to a startup, it was
from having been mentored and managed by seasoned executives.
a huge shock. While the business fundamentals remained
Yet entrepreneurs often fail in big companies because they feel
surprisingly similar (except the decimal point was in a
stifled and bored. It can be hard to understand why days are spent
different spot), the mindset, day-to-day priorities, and rewarded
preparingfor internal presentations and repetitive meetings. Knowing
behaviors were miles apart. Ben Horowitz describes it well in his
all the answers, fi tting in with the culture, and avoiding risk are
book, The Hard Thing About Hard Things : “When I was managing
often rewarded but can seem alien to an entrepreneur used to a bythousands of people ... there was an incredible number of incoming
the-seat-of-your-pants environment.
demands on my time. ... In contrast, when you are a startup execuSimilarly, stellar executives from large companies often fail at
tive, nothing happens unless you make it happen.”
startups. It can be hard to accept there are no clear—or perhaps
Spending nearly two decades working at big corporations taught
any—answers. Fast-shifting priorities and strategies can be bewilme efficient time management, the ability to juggle many competing
dering, and the constant need to come up with ideas and create
priorities, and how to deliver extremely polished presentations. I
initiatives takes mental stamina. The pressure to deliver quick results
knew I needed to have all the right answers, brim with confi dence,
can be daunting. I experienced high levels of anxiety and stress as I
make my boss look good, and support the overarching company
transitioned to a startup culture, and managing it was yet another
strategy. Nevertheless, if you have an entrepreneurial spirit, as I do,
new skill to learn.
the urge to make decisions without building consensus and to create
Despite these cultural stumbling blocks, it would be great to see
something of your own eventually becomes irresistible.
moving between startups and large companies become more of a
That thinking led me to apparel company American Giant in its
norm. Just as transitioning industries can benefi t employee and
early days. I knew I was in a different world when founder/CEO
employer alike, diversity of background in terms of size and type of
Bayard Winthrop said to me, “I would feel so much better if you
employer can bring a richness of experience and approach.
would just tell me when you don’t know what you’re doing.” After
To encourage such cross-pollination, consider a hybrid model in
20 years of fake-it-till-you-make-it at large corporations, I
which big firms tap into the innovative approaches of entrewas suddenly being encouraged to say, “I’ve got no idea.
preneurs, in return for support with resources such as
Please help.”
legal, financial, or HR. A mutual mentoring program
Of course, this makes sense in an entrepreneurbetween a large organization and a startup could
ial environment where there are no tried-andoffer remarkable value for both parties. Or, with
It would be great
tested playbooks. You can’t know the way,
office space needs changing rapidly, fl exible
because no one knows the way. Here, everyone
subleasing to entrepreneurs or startups could
to see moving
has to be transparent and share issues and
allow for informal learning and sharing to
between startups
problems—because there are lots of them,
happen organically. Innovative approaches
and large
and without urgent action, they can be fatal.
can unlock benefits in low-risk, low-cost ways.
companies
There’s no room for egos or personas—which
I love the independence and fulfillment
was like a bucket of cold water over the head
that
entrepreneurship brings, but I also love
become more of
for me: a wonderfully refreshing but rather soberbeing part of something bigger, the camaraderie
a norm.
ing experience.
and security that a large company can provide. I
At a startup, you quickly learn the impact that all
am perhaps the embodiment of the hybrid model I
your decisions have on short- and long-term cash fl ow. You
suggest, spending half my time consulting for a large comlearn to generate work, not direct it. You learn to problem-solve all
pany and the other half running my own business. It may mean that
the time, yet there is no one to advise you or approve of your soluI’m not maximizing my fi nancial opportunity with either one, but
tions. It’s all on you—which is the beauty, and also the pain, of being
it certainly satisfi es my different drives, and I can’t imagine having
an entrepreneur.
to choose between them.
Many large companies want to recruit entrepreneurial-minded
professionals who challenge the status quo, while startups want
After years of running consumer goods brands including Champion
big-company people for their industry knowledge, contacts, and
activewear, Bali, and J.W. Hulme Co. in St. Paul, Claire Powell now
knowledge of processes and structures, as well as lessons learned
owns her own business, Bella Virtu Organics.
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Aug. 16. “The data basically spoke for itself,”
says Yared. The company went public this
past July, netting approximately $133.3 million in proceeds.
Looking back at the company’s long road
to get where it is today, Yared says, “Medical
discovery is not always a straight line.”

From Brink of
Collapse to IPO
MEDICAL INNOVATION IS A WINDING ROAD. NADIM YARED,
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF CVRX, SHARES HOW THE BROOKLYN
PARK MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANY FOUND A PATH TO SUCCESS.
By Burl Gilyard

N

adim Yared didn’t found CVRx Inc.,
the Brooklyn Park-based medical
device company where he has served
as president and CEO since 2006. He’s not a
doctor; he’s an engineer. When he joined the
company, it was focused on developing a
device to treat high blood pressure and, later,
hypertension, but those ideas have long since
been thrown out the window.
But Yared has been a steady pilot for the
company along the way. Its signature product is Barostim Neo, an implantable device
that uses neuromodulation to treat heart
disease. When it was still private, it raised
approximately $400 million in equity and
debt, more than most other Minnesota
startups.
Before joining CVRx, Yared worked for
Medtronic and GE Healthcare, two of the
largest players in the industry. He brings a
global perspective to business. A native of
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Lebanon, he grew up there during the
nation’s civil war in the 1970s and ‘80s. He
earned his engineering degree in France.
And he speaks three languages: Arabic,
French, and English.
In 2018, the company was on the brink
of shutting down after disappointing clinical trial results. Yared and other company
leaders didn’t see any other option at the
time. While the company often drew headlines for its prolific fundraising, the story
of the company’s near-collapse is not well
known.
“We had three plans: plans A, B, and C.
All three plans were shutdown plans,” recalls
Yared.
Instead, the company unexpectedly went
with Plan D: It survived. The U.S. Food and
Drug Administration received new clinical
trial data on May 1, 2019, and granted
approval to the Barostim Neo System on

When the company pivoted from hypertension to heart disease, did that concern your
investors?
One of the things I learned is the importance
in selecting the right investors in the company from the get-go. I think that’s the most
important thing. The importance of the
investors is often ignored. That money that
you raise from the Series A or the seed money
will inf luence the life of the company
forever.
We were blessed at CVRx in having very
solid investors. New Enterprise Associates
[NEA] is a large venture fund, and they actually invested in the incubator that started
CVRx and led or co-led every single round
of financing since the inception of the company over two decades.
In 2007, we added Johnson & Johnson
Innovation—that’s the venture arm of J&J—
to become an investor, and they also were
very solid backers of the company. They also
led or co-led every single round of investment with NEA since 2007.
When we made that decision—which road
do we take, hypertension or heart failure?—
the company was already well funded. In
2008, we raised $84 million, and in 2007, we
raised $65 million. By 2011, we still had a
solid balance sheet.
Have you received any good advice that
helped you run the company?
One of my board members early on was Dale
Spencer. Dale is a legend in the cardiovascular space. He created SciMed, [which] was
sold to Boston Scientific. He was on the board
of CVRx for many, many years. He guided
me along the way.
Plus John Nehra from NEA early on. He’s
still on our board; he is our lead director.
Those two influenced me a lot early on as a
young CEO running CVRx.
What guidance did they offer?
Let me take the example of John Nehra.
One of the [pieces] of advice he gave me
early on as an entrepreneur is to raise the
money when I don’t need it. When you need
the money, you go to raise it and you’re
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desperate. The investors know that. That’s
a bad situation.
Plus the money goes through cycles.
Sometimes there’s a lot of money sitting on
the sidelines; sometimes there is not. That
cycle could be very different than the cycle
of your company, whether you need the
funding or not. Many CEOs worry about
the dilution effect of raising money when
you don’t need it. “What if I don’t need this
money? Why would I raise it now?”
John Nehra’s advice for me was, “Take the
money when it’s available, not when you
need it.” That has helped and saved the company over the years multiple times. Not once
or twice—multiple times.
How did that work for the company?
We had just raised the money in late 2007
from J&J— $65 million. In 2008, we had
not yet started spending this money. We
were still spending the money raised prior
to that. Somebody knocked on our door
and said, “I would like to invest in CVRx.”
We still had $65 million that we had not
spent. At the end of this exercise, we end
up raising $84 million closing that round
in July 2008. In Minneapolis, I was labeled
as the “stupid CEO” who washes out and
devalues everybody. August 2008: economic crisis. September 2008, everybody
wanted me on a panel to talk about how
smart I was to raise money in July when I
did not need it.

PHOTO: C/O NADIM YARED; SHUTTERSTOCK (BACKGROUND)

In October 2008, it would have been
impossible to raise the money.
Totally.
How about adv ice t hat you haven’t
followed?
I got some bad advice over the years. The
bad advice was, “Never ask the FDA any
questions because you may get the answer
you don’t like.” That’s one of the worst
[pieces] of advice I received over the years.
Not only ask the FDA, but go and share
your business plan with the FDA. Tell them
where you’re strong, tell them where you’re
weak, tell them your challenges, tell them
the constraints around which you are working because they will try to understand how
the choices they are making on their end
could make the difference between day and
night for you as a CEO of the company.
By all means: Ask FDA, ask FDA, and ask
FDA. If you don’t like the answer, ask them
again.

Was doing an IPO for the company always
the plan?
It was always one of the plans for the company, for sure, because funding from private
funds will become limited over time. There’s
a finite amount of [venture fund] money
available … for small companies, medtech
companies. And after a while you start building a commercial organization that requires
a lot of funds. It’s harder and harder to do
this from private funds.
Do you find Minnesotans wary of becoming
investors?
I’ve seen many entrepreneurs based in
Minnesota struggling much more than
entrepreneurs based in the Bay Area and
Boston. On one hand, I look at it favorably
that we’re able to raise money from outside
of Minnesota to be invested mostly in
Minnesota. But if you want the medtech

“”
“If you want the
medtech industry to
stay vital in Minnesota,
we need to have a
stronger VC community
in Minnesota—no
question about it.”
industry to stay vital in Minnesota, we need
to have a stronger VC communit y in
Minnesota—no question about it.
What is the hardest thing about being a
startup CEO?
The hardest thing is always to say no. Your
crew comes up with so many ideas, yet your
resources are so limited. You have to stay
focused on what you can do.
That’s probably the hardest thing. Now
along the way you will face some really gutwrenching moments. Letting people go
because you’re running out of money is very
hard. But I think the hardest is still saying
no because you are faced with that decision
every single day.
It sou nds l i ke you’ve seen some
challenges.
In the fall of 2018, we thought that we failed

our clinical trial. We thought, “This is it.
This is the end of CVRx.” [We made] a decision to reduce our cash burn to be able to
survive for a little longer to understand what
was going on, and we laid off about twothirds of the company.
We also had to communicate to physicians
and patients in the trial that the trial was
unlikely to meet its end point. As a CEO, I
have a friend of mine that I just fired. … I
have investors who trusted us, and I’m telling
them, “Hey, this is not working.” That is
difficult, but those situations happen maybe
once in a lifetime.
As CEO, you feel lonely and insufficient
when this happens. You feel like an entire
world is against you, between the regulators
and the customers and patients and employees and investors. And you’re trying to keep
the lights on despite all of it.
Obviously, you didn’t go out of business.
What happened?
In 2018 … in the data there was one end
point that was not going correctly, so it was
basically neutral, not statistically significant.
The FDA, I informed them that this is basically a failure in the trial, and we don’t have
a choice other than shutting down the
company.
To their credit, the leadership of the FDA
asked us to not rush. They said that they’ve
seen situations like this in the past, and there
are ways that we could recover from it. That
recovery was difficult because we had to
figure out a way to do it without wasting too
much time.
Luckily for us, we had the second cohort
of patients that was reaching maturity in six
months that we could use as a second trial,
basically. That second set of data in April
2019 was very, very good, and that led to a
very fast approval of our product in three
and a half months.
How did you find the process of the IPO?
The process of going through an IPO is long
and exciting and, at the same time, tiring.
It goes from the due diligence, working with
a couple of law firms, four banks, and so
forth, to doing investor meetings day after
day after day … it’s not easy.
It’s very exciting to see how many people
are interested in our story and in the product
and the company that we’ve built. I was actually happy with the process. Now we’ve raised
the funds that we need to continue building
the company. Q
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FORGING A
BETTER FUTURE FOR
HEALTH AND WELLNESS.
With Mayo Clinic at its heart – the Destination Medical Center initiative
is primed to position Rochester, Minnesota as the world’s premier destination
for health and wellness.
From employment to investment to startups, DMC aims to create unique
collaboration opportunities and bring big ideas to market – while supporting
the economic growth of Minnesota.
Learn more at DMC.mn
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Minnesota’s wealthiest residents could be the key
to startup growth. In a state notoriously reluctant to talk
money, the challenge is to convince them.
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Minnesotans don’t like to talk about anything involving
finances—that’s just a little too personal, thank you. How
about that weather? Geez. It could be worse.
That modesty is why the business world often
dismisses Minnesota as lacking the sort of cash flow to
launch new companies. Startups typically can’t line up
millions in venture capital before they even launch. They
need individual angel investors to make seed-level, earlystage investments that help get them off the ground.
Seek Business Capital, which helps secure financing
for small businesses, ranked Minnesota a dismal 43rd for
startup activity. Meanwhile, a study from wealth
management company Personal Capital ranked the state
third in the U.S. for median net worth.
Yet many of Minnesota’s wealthiest residents are not
startup investors. Those active in the local startup
ecosystem see those wealthy Minnesotans as an untapped
gold mine that could help fund many more new
businesses in the state.
Reed Robinson is well-known in these startup circles.
He co-founded Beta, a nonprofit to help startups, in 2013.
Last year, he founded Groove Capital to invest in earlystage startups. Robinson’s research before launching the
firm showed that there are plenty of investors with angel
potential out there.
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“My conclusion from that research was
that we do, in fact, have a very, very massive
delta between the number of people who
could be investing in startups and the number of people who are investing in startups,” says Robinson. “The math on that is
pretty clear and pretty compelling.”
Robinson says that many well-to-do
Minnesotans simply don’t have startups
on their radar. They’re likely focused on
stocks, bonds, annuities, and real estate.
“That’s what I’m trying to change with
Groove Capital. How do you get people
who have the means to invest to start
investing? ” says Robinson. In recent
months, Groove Capital has hosted virtual
workshops on topics like making a social
impact with your personal wealth and
networking for women investors. “I think
the misconception is people think that we
don’t have the risk tolerance, but I don’t
believe that’s the case. I think it’s that
people don’t know that angel investing is
an option. They’ve never been introduced
to it. They don’t know where to go to learn
more about it or what platforms exist to
plug into it. The issue isn’t risk; the issue
is awareness. … The problem that we’re
trying to solve is cultural.”
Robinson is not alone in that thinking.
“There’s more conservatism here,” says
Joel Grebenick, managing director of
Minneapolis-based Stone Arch Capital.
“You look at where the wealth has been
created in the Twin Cities: A great deal has
been from big corporations. On the coast—
Seattle, San Francisco—we’ve seen a lot of
wealth from newer techie startup organizations. It seems to be more ingrained in that
world. We’re fortunate to have great large
employers here; we just historically haven’t
had a strong startup scene, so there isn’t
that familiarity.”
Several new funds have appeared in
recent years. Robinson says that opens up
new options for potential investors.
“We’re starting to get to a point where
there’s enough different options out there
for each individual to find whatever works
best for them,” says Robinson. “You can
invest yourself as an angel and kind of lonewolf it; you can join a group and invest
alongside other people; [or] you can join
a fund, and they do it for you.”
continued on page 28
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WHO’S RAISING MONEY THIS YEAR?
Investors open their wallets for 30 Minnesota startups.
Pandemic or not, investors are still betting on a wide variety of local startups. In
the big picture, medtech and health care products remain a top category—which
is no surprise, given the dominance of those industries in Minnesota. But this
year’s crop of top fundraisers also includes startups in ﬁntech, agtech, wellness,
liquor, plant-based food, and ﬁshing. (Fishtech? Well, it is e-commerce.) The
companies here have raised a total of more than $325 million so far in 2021.
Branch
$48 million
Fintech platform that
accelerates employee
payments
Compute North
$30.1 million
Technical infrastructure
for cryptocurrency
mining
Sezzle
$30 million
Buy now, pay later
platform for consumer
purchases
Gravie
$28.5 million
Personalized health
benefits and Comfort,
its own health plan
Sentera
$25 million
Agriculture mapping
software
Upsie
$18.2 million
Online consumerproduct warranty
platform
Flywheel Exchange
$15 million
Cloud-based platform
for life sciences
research
Wicked Foods
$14 million
Plant-based food brand
DyaMX
$12 million
Developing medical
device treatment for
Type 2 diabetes
GIE Medical
$11 million
Fitness care and
diagnostics
Soona
$10.6 million
Digital photo and video
studio offering virtual
product shoots

FOXO Technologies
$10 million
AI-driven proprietary
biomarker technology
for insurers, health
researchers, and life
sciences companies
Rae Wellness
$9.5 million
Produces wellness
vitamins and
supplements
Medical 21
$9 million
Developing artificial
heart artery
Drake’s Organic
Spirits
$8.1 million
Makes certified-vegan,
non-GMO, USDAcertified organic
spirits and specialty
drinks, including boxed
cocktails
Emerging Therapy
Solutions
$6 million
Manages risk for payers
associated with highcost therapies for rare
conditions
75F
$5 million
Makes smart HVAC
technology
Boon Logic
$5 million
Machine learning
technology
InSitu Biologics
$5 million
Developing opioid-free
product for perioperative pain control
Brother Justus
Whiskey Co.
$4.4 million
Single-malt whiskey
distiller and Whiskey
Room operator

SynerFuse
$4 million
Makes implantable
neuromodulation system
to address patient pain
after back surgery
Preceptis Medical
$3.9 million
Makes a device that
allows for pediatric ear
tube procedures without
the need for anesthesia
Marani Health
$3.7 million
Harnesses data to
improve maternal and
fetal health
Nokomis Energy
$3.1 million
Clean-energy developer
and consultant
InterShunt
Technologies
$3.1 million
Developing a catheterbased solution to
reduce left atrial
pressure in patients with
heart failure
RxFunction
$3 million
Makes Walkasins, a
wearable device to treat
peripheral neuropathy
NeoChord
$2.8 million
Developed procedure
for heart mitral valve
repair
BetterTime
$2.2 million
Makers of BetterYou
smartphone app
Omnia Fishing
$2.1 million
E-commerce company
selling fishing equipment
EmStop
$2 million
Medical devices for
embolic protection

America’s City
for Health—And
Entrepreneurship
As the home to Mayo Clinic, oﬃces
for IBM, Google, and Epic, plus
Destination Medical Center’s new
16-block sub-district called Discovery
Square, Rochester has become a
wellspring of medical, scientiﬁc,
and technological innovation.
is year, three of the ﬁnalists from
University of Minnesota Carlson
School of Management’s esteemed
startup competition, MN Cup, are
based in Minnesota’s third largest city:
Canomiks - Founded in Cambridge,
Mass., in 2015 by Leena PradhanNabzdyk and Manoj Bhasin, the
technology startup uses genomics,
bioinformatics, and AI to test and
certify biological eﬃcacy and safety
of ingredients and formulations in the
functional food and beverage, dietary
supplement, and skincare industries.
Pradhan-Nabsdyk relocated to
Rochester in 2019, and Canomiks now
has headquarters in both Cambridge
and Rochester. canomiks.com
Nanodropper - Allisa Song, Elias
Baker, Mackenzie Andrews, and
Jennifer Steger founded the
medical device company in Seattle,
Washington, in 2018 to create
eyedropper bottles that reduce the
drop size to something the eye can
actually absorb, thus decreasing
medication waste and cost. e
company moved to Rochester in
that same year so that Song, the
company’s CEO, could pursue her MD
at Mayo Clinic Alix School of Medicine.
nanodropper.com
Shrpa - Founded in 2019 by
Rochester natives Chris Lukenbill and
Andy Vig, the technology startup
boasts an online platform that helps
users discover tailored entertainment
and things to do in their communities,
making it easy to organize activities
and outings. shrpa.com

For more information visit dmc.mn
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continued from page 26
M I N N E S O TA’ S
MILLIONAIRES
Minnesotans may not want to talk about it,
but there’s no shortage of money here.
The Twin Cities has the highest per-capita
number of Fortune 500 companies of any
metro area—18, according to Fortune’s latest
list. Top company executives clearly have
the means to be angel investors. Many of
Minnesota’s largest companies have been

around for generations, which has built a
legacy of wealth in many families.
Minnesota ranks as the 22nd largest state
in population, at 5.7 million, but punches
above its weight when it comes to household
wealth. Personal Capital’s May study ranked
Minnesota near the top for the states with
the highest median net worth, at $149,803.
Kiplinger’s reported in 2020 that Minnesota
had more than 167,000 millionaire households, or 7.43 percent, putting it at 14th in

the U.S. (States were ranked by the percentage of mi l lionaire households in t he
population.)
An accredited angel investor, according
to SEC rules, must have a net worth of at
least $1 million or income topping $200,000
in the previous two years. The general concept is that investors with enough financial
resources understand the risks of investing
in startups, which includes the possibility
of losing every last nickel. The SEC expanded

STATE’S ANGEL TAX CREDIT OFFERS INVESTORS AN INCENTIVE
F

ast-growing Sezzle, the
ﬁntech company founded in
Minneapolis in 2017, is the second
company Charlie Youakim has
started. His ﬁrst was in North
Carolina in 2010. By and large,
Youakim thinks that raising money
is tough for startups everywhere.
But he says that Minnesota has
one clear advantage.
He’s talking about the
Minnesota Angel Tax Credit. “That
helped a ton. The small incentives
work.”
Minnesota’s Angel Tax Credit
program has been well-received
by investors and entrepreneurs
since it launched in 2010.
This year, the state Legislature
allocated $15 million in new
funding—$10 million for 2021 and
$5 million for 2022. Gov. Tim Walz
signed the omnibus budget bill on
June 30.
“It’s an incredibly popular
program,” says Steve Grove,
commissioner of the Minnesota
Department of Employment and
Economic Development (DEED).
“I hear about it every single time
I talk with the startup community,
with investors. We were one of
the ﬁrst states in the country to
have an angel tax credit program.
I think the only challenge with
it is that it’s not big enough. We
blow through that money really
quickly.”
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The Angel Tax Credit program
provides a 25 percent tax credit
for angel investors in small,
emerging businesses. The program
allows a maximum tax credit of
$125,000 per year per person or
$250,000 for a married couple
ﬁling jointly.
Grove noted that DEED’s
Launch Minnesota program,
another tool to help boost the
state’s startup economy, was fully
funded, with $2.5 million per year.
That covers the program through
June 30, 2023. More than 60
percent of its budget—$1.6 million
per year—is slated for innovation
grants to eligible entrepreneurs
and startups.
The program was created in
2019, when it supported nearly
$40 million in investments in
Minnesota startups by providing
$9.8 million in tax credits. The top
investment categories:
• Medical devices and
equipment: $15.3 million
• Biotechnology: $4.9 million
• Consumer products: $4.35
million
• Food and drink: $4.1 million

Credit and Launch Minnesota.
“The kind of political
movement amongst startup
leaders and venture capitalists to
push legislators to fund Launch
and Angel really exploded this
year in ways it hadn’t before. The
Senate didn’t include Launch
in their budget, and it really
kind of galvanized dozens, if
not hundreds, of leaders in the
community here,” says Grove.
The push might have
repercussions beyond state
borders, as Grove says the
program has also helped put
Minnesota companies on the radar
of out-of-state investors. —B.G.

$

Behind the scenes, Grove says
that the startup and investment
communities were very active
this year pushing for more state
dollars for both the Angel Tax
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the definition last year to include people
who meet “defined measures of professional
knowledge, experience, or certifications in
addition to the existing tests for income or
net worth.”
Despite the oft-heard gripes about taxes
in the state, CNBC rated Minnesota as the
seventh best state for business in 2021, and
it ranks No. 1 in the U.S. for five-year business survival rate for new companies,
according to the Minnesota Department
of Employment and Economic Development
(DEED).
Notably, the state ranked significantly
lower, at No. 14, for access to capital. And it
rarely appears on lists of best places for entrepreneurs to start new companies.
THE ISSU E OF DIVE RSIT Y
The world of angel investing and venture
capital has long been dominated by white
men. Paul Campbell and Chris Brooks are
looking to change that. They founded
Minneapolis-based Brown Venture Group
in 2018 to focus on technology companies
led by BIPOC entrepreneurs (they are both

Black). Campbell, a St. Paul native, brings
a resume with strong corporate sales experience in telecommunications, having worked
for Sprint, Oracle, and AT&T; Brooks, who
grew up in Minneapolis, has led nonprofits
and worked as a corporate consultant. But
when they started shopping their venture
idea around town, the message they got back
was blunt: Go somewhere else.
“We’re Twin Cities kids; we know our
metro area. We made a very strong mental
commitment and covenant together that we
wanted to have our company be launched
in the Twin Cities metro area,” Brooks says.
“When we took that concept into the Twin
Cities market and started talking to existing
angels and investors we were advised—
pretty strongly—to go to the coasts or to go
to Atlanta or some other major metro area
where there seemed to be a higher probability
of success for us. We just made the decision
that we weren’t going to do that.”
Brown Venture Group made a big splash
in early August when it announced that
Fortune 500 retailer Best Buy had pledged
up to $10 million to its inaugural fund.

$

“The issue
isn’t risk; the
issue is
awareness. …
The problem
that we’re
trying to solve
is cultural.”
— RE E D ROB I N S ON ,
G ROOV E CA P I TA L
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“It’s one of the first proof points that you
can actually raise a lot of cash in the Twin
Cities metro area even as a person of color,”
Brooks says.
Brown Venture Group has a goal to assemble an initial fund of $50 million. Campbell
says they are now 75 percent of the way there
and are also talking to other big companies,
which they hope will lead to more individual
investors jumping on board.
Brooks says the Best Buy partnership
demonstrates the value of deciding not to
set up shop on one of the coasts.
“The Best Buy relationship is the direct
result of us putting a stake in the ground and
saying, ‘We’re staying in the Twin Cities,’”
says Brooks. “Once we did that and started
using that language, Twin Cities companies
started hearing about us, and many of the
folks we’re talking to, we didn’t reach out to
them; they actually reached out to us.”

$

“We felt that
there was a
shortage of
people out there
who would not
only invest but
then be involved
in the business.”
— MI CHAEL ACKMANN,
AR T I SAN VENTU RE LAB
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Campbell f irmly believes there are
resources in the Twin Cities that have simply
never been tapped to support startups.
“There are robust ecosystems on the
coasts. But there are underutilized, underactivated systems here in the Twin Cities,”
says Campbell. “Honestly, I think we have
one of the best regional ecosystems in the
country—it just hasn’t been intentionally
activated.”
Beyond supporting individual startups,
Brooks says that Brown Venture Group is
looking to rewrite the rules of the game.
“Historically, most of the money in venture capital has been circulated in a gated
community of white males,” says Brooks.
“We are on a mission to build out a much
broader and more robust ecosystem of investors of color because we think that’s going
to raise all the boats at the same time.”
Campbell says that it’s beginning to dawn
on investors and companies that they should
be working alongside BIPOC entrepreneurs
rather than dictating solutions from the
corner office.
“Many of these answers are within our
communities,” says Campbell. “It was kind
of this clarion call as people started reaching
out to us saying, ‘Yes. Let’s stop doing things
for communities of color, which is a project;
let’s start doing things with communities of
color, which is a partnership.’ Partnerships
get investment. Projects get cut.”
I N VO LV E D I N V E S TO R S
Last year, amid the pandemic, partners
Kevin Zinniel and Michael Ackmann
launched Minneapolis-based Artisan
Venture Lab. The new company effectively
combines a venture capital firm and a digital marketing agency. Artisan will provide
digital services to companies it invests in.
“One of the reasons we started Artisan
Venture Lab was because we felt there was
a lack of access to funding, and it was tough
to get a business off the ground,” says CEO
Ackmann. “We felt that there was a shortage
of people out there who would not only
i nve s t but t he n b e i nvol ve d i n t he
business.”
Ackmann knows about life in the startup
trenches. He co-founded web development
firm Ackmann & Dickenson from scratch
in 2007. He and his partner wanted to retain
control of the company, so they didn’t enlist
investors. Sometimes that meant tapping
their Discover cards for cash advances to
meet payroll.

“You can’t get a business loan. It was
impossible to get loans because you had to
have the money before they’d give you a
business loan. It was incredibly difficult,”
recalls Ackmann. “If you don’t come from
money, which we didn’t, it’s a lot of elbow
grease.”
Ryan Broshar also knows the local startup
territory well. He’s a partner with Matchstick
Ventures, with offices in Minneapolis and
Boulder, Colorado, focusing on early-stage
investing in technology companies. Broshar
acknowledges that finding angel investors
has been tough in the past, but he’s seeing a
market shift and an uptick in local angel
investing.
Before becoming an investor, Broshar
co-founded Beta and Twin Cities Startup
Week. He also led the Target + Techstars
retail accelerator. As one of the Twin Cities’
first high-profile, corporate-backed programs to nurture startups, it inspired other
companies to follow suit.
Target Techstars brought to town coastal
startups Branch and Inspectorio, both of
which decided to make the Twin Cities
t hei r per ma nent home s. I n Aug u st,
Branch, which provides pay advances to
hourly workers, raised $48 million in
Series B financing. Inspectorio, which
builds supply chain software, has raised
$13.7 million in funding, including a $10
million round from Target, Ecolab, and
other companies. Matchstick Ventures is
also an investor.
“Angel investing is still very risky,” says
Broshar. “But it’s been ‘derisked’ to some
extent. A really good entrepreneur and
founder has tools and access to make starting a company easier than it’s ever been.
A ngels are becoming more and more
powerful.”
Today, he says, it’s more typical to see
the names of individual angels alongside
VCs, banks, and companies in an investment stack.
“I think there are more people doing it
now; it’s becoming more commonplace,”
Broshar says of the national trend. Locally,
he says, Minnesota has some catching up to
do. “It’s not as robust as other markets I’ve
seen, but compared to what it was, I think
it’s trending positively.”
Broshar adds, “I do think the tide is turning. I think a lot of it is that we have a lot of
successes in the market. People see that.
Success breeds success when it comes to angel
investing.” Q
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Invest in
Wall Street
Your street
Entrepreneurs are building incredible, high-growth
businesses in our own backyard. Angel invest with the
Groove Investment Group and get access to locally sourced,
professionally vetted investment opportunities.

As a member, you can...
•

•

•
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Learn alongside the area’s most
active network of angel investors
Build a portfolio of
Minnesota-based startup
investments
Contribute to a thriving
economy that invests in
the next generation

START YOUR
ANGEL INVESTING
TODAY AT...
groovecap.com/tcb
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STARTUP FOUNDERS WITH CORPORATE TRAINING

The

List
BY TESS ALLEN
Name a startup medtech company in Minnesota, and there’s a good chance its founder
gained experience at Medtronic, Mayo Clinic, or Boston Scientific. A new packaged
food item or consumer product? Look for Target or General Mills on the founder’s
LinkedIn profile.
Minnesota’s Fortune 500s and other large companies are magnets for talent and,
often, are launch pads for future entrepreneurs. The Minnesota startups listed here
were founded by entrepreneurs who began their careers at large companies in the
Twin Cities; the businesses range from new ventures on the fast track to well-established brands with big potential. And as impressive as this list is, it’s only a sampling
of the local entrepreneurs with roots in large companies.

T H E C AT E G O R I E S

FOOD, BE V E R AGE , +
AGR ICU LT U R E

C ON S U M E R
PRODUC T S

H E A LT H +
MEDTECH

S E RV IC E S

S OF T WA R E

(V) = former employment
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F O OD, BE V E R AG E , +
AG R IC U LT U R E

D’Avocado
G R E G D ’A L E S S A N DRO
FOUNDER

(VGeneral Mills marketing manager)
A chocolate dip with avocado and six other
natural ingredients, manufactured in
Loretto. fromtheavocado.com

Flackers
D ON N K E L LY
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(V Best Buy marketing director; Pillsbury
marketing manager)
The Minneapolis-based natural foods
company offers flaxseed crackers and seed
crisps. flackers.com

Fulton Beer
RYA N PE T Z
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(VGeneral Mills associate channel
manager)
Brewing craft beer in Minneapolis since
2009. fultonbeer.com

Bizzy Coffee
co-founders
Andrew Healy (left)
and Alex French

Katana AgriScience Corp

Bizzy Coffee
Alex French
(VGeneral Mills marketing analyst; Best Buy forecast analyst)

CO - F O U N D E R AND C EO :

CO - F O U N D E R AND CO O : Andrew Healy
(V St. Jude Medical research and development engineer; Spectrum
Plastics project manager)

Cold brew coffee sold direct to consumer and through
grocers. It’s the top-selling cold brew brand on Amazon.

P R O D U C T:

F U N DS R A I S E D TO DATE:
2021 P R OJ E C T IO N:

$4.85 million in debt and equity

75 percent growth over last year

“Most corporate
employees want to be an
entrepreneur but don't have the
risk proﬁle,” French says. “What
that means for entrepreneurs
is that there are extremely
smart people who want to
help because it gives them
the satisfaction of being
involved without the risk.”
bizzycoffee.com

CO R P O R AT E I NS IGH TS :
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(VCargill securities manager; Ameriprise
Financial director, alternative investments)
DI WA R AT NA M

(V 3M lab manager)
The St. Paul-based global biotech company
develops next-generation solutions for
agricultural safety and sustainability.
katana-ag.com

Minneapolis Cider Co.
JA S ON DAY T ON
CO-FOUNDER

(VTarget food and beverage merchant)
DAV I D O ’ N E I L L
CO-FOUNDER

(V EY risk advisory consultant)
Ma ker of c r a f t h a rd c ider, w it h a
Minneapolis taproom. minneapoliscider.co

Mostly Made
J I L L I A N MC G A RY
FOUNDER

(VTarget marketing analyst)
The Wayzata company makes refrigerated,
fresh meal starters. mostly-made.com

PHOTOS: C/O BIZZY COFFEE; C/O OMMIE SNACKS; CATEGORY ICONS FROM THE NOUN PROJECT:
JOHANNES BEN JURCA, DE (FOOD); RAFAEL GARCIA MOTTA, BR (CONSUMER)

JA M E S K I R K
CO-FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT
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Ommie Snacks
CLAUDIA FIERRO-POPPEN
FOUNDER (VGeneral Mills marketing communications manager)

The Chanhassen company makes “allergy-friendly” vegan energy bars from fruit,
seeds, and spices. ommiesnacks.com

Invest in
Wall Street
Pimento Jamaican Kitchen
& Rum Bar
TOMME BEEVAS
FOUNDER

(VCargill director of community
involvement)
The restaurant features authentic Jamaican
street and comfort food at its Minneapolis
and St. Paul locations. pimentokitchen.com
YPimento has been featured on Food Network
and Travel Channel.

The Twisted Beverage Co.
SCOTT DILLON
FOUNDER

(VGeneral Mills sales director)
The Minneapolis-based company creates
shrubs (The Twisted Shrub) and health
shots (The Twisted Shot) using apple cider
vinegar as the primary ingredient.
thetwistedshrub.com

So Good So You

C ON S U M E R
PRODUC T S

JOHANNES BEN JURCA, DE (FOOD); RAFAEL GARCIA MOTTA, BR (CONSUMER)

RITA KATONA
CO-FOUNDER

(VTarget senior buyer)
The Minneapolis-based wellness brand
sells probiotic health-juice shots.
sogoodsoyou.com
Y Closed on $14.5 million in growth funding
in late 2020.

SOUND BITE
“What the pandemic has
done is accelerate this
movement of people
understanding that investing
proactively and managing
their own health pays
dividends when it comes to
their immunity.”
—Rita Katona,
So Good So You,
By All Means podcast

Alice Riot
KELLY GROEHLER
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

Your
street

Join the
Groove Investment Group,
and start building your
portfolio of Minnesota-based
startup investments.
As a member, you’ll get
access to professionally
vetted deals, while learning
alongside other active
angel investors.

(V Berkshire Hathaway communications;
Best Buy communications executive)
The Minneapolis accessories brand offers
silk scarves with original designs by contemporary women artists, plus original
artworks on canvas. aliceriot.com

Friska
JOHN PEINE
FOUNDER

(VTarget divisional merchandise manager)
The Minneapolis-based company makes
digestive supplements designed to promote
wellness. getfriska.com

START YOUR
ANGEL INVESTING
TODAY AT...
groovecap.com/tcb
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HiBAR
DION HUGHES
CO-FOUNDER

(V allon creative director)
The St. Paul company makes plastic-free
solid shampoo and conditioner bars.
hellohibar.com

Odele Beauty
BRITTA CHATTERJEE
CO-FOUNDER

(V eneral Mills channel manager; Target
partnerships and negotiations manager)
LINDSAY HOLDEN
CO-FOUNDER

(VTarget merchandising manager)
SHANNON KEARNEY
CO-FOUNDER

(V enpure product manager)
The Minneapolis brand makes clean
beauty products including shampoos,
conditioners, and body washes sold online
and at Target stores. odelebeauty.com

Omnia Fishing
CHRIS MORGAL
CO-FOUNDER AND COO

(V avico account manager)
DAN WICK
CO-FOUNDER AND CTO

(VTaylor Corp. product manager)
The high-tech sporting goods company
helps anglers buy fishing gear based on
speciﬁcs such as which lake they’re ﬁ shing
and what they want to catch. Available via
e-commerce and its Golden alley store.
omniaﬁ shing.com

CO - F O U N D E R :

Eric Carl
(VTarget wellness and emerging
brands strategy leader)
C O - F O U N D E R AND CEO :

Angie Tebbe
(VTarget merchandising director)
P R O D U C T:

The Minneapolis-based health
and wellness brand offers a range
of vitamins and supplements.
R E C E N T F U N DRAIS ING:

In June, Rae announced $9.5
million in Series A funding.
20 21 P R O JE C TIO N:

Rae had 1 million customers in
2020 and is on pace for tripledigit year-over-year growth in
2021.
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C O RPOR A TE I N SI GHTS:

“Being a leader at Target
prepared me with the toolkit I
needed to start and lead a growth
company—including seeing
the white space opportunity,
developing products around a
mission, partnering with investors
and retailers, and recruiting
and developing a strong team,”
Tebbe says. “When we started
Rae, we put our consumers at the
forefront of every decision. It was
our mission to understand what
they are thinking about, what
they need and want, and where
and how they live. Ultimately,
that guided our brand strategy,
our product development, and
the essence of who we are.”
raewellness.co

Womaness
SALLY MUELLER
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(VTarget senior marketing e ecutive)
The Minneapolis-based founder and CEO
runs this beauty and wellness company
based in New ork City. The company
offers modern menopause solutions such
as supplements, serums, wipes, and pads,
available at Target. womaness.com

PHOTOS: C/O RAE WELLNESS; C/O WOMANESS; C/O LUCY & CO.; C/O HABITWARE

Rae Wellness
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Collagen Solutions
Ahmed El Shourbagy
with wife and co-founder
Ashley Paguyo
and their
dog Lucy

JAMAL RUSHDY
PRESIDENT

(VTornier USA [now Wright Medical]
vice president of sales operations and
business development)
Eden Prairie-based Collagen Solutions is
a global supplier, developer, and manufacturer of medical-grade collagen, tissues,
and other biomaterials for use in regenerative medicine, medical devices, and
research. collagensolutions.com

DiaspoCare
SERGE ALAIN WANDJI
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

Lucy & Co.
AHM ED EL S H OUR BAGY
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO (VTarget analyst)

The Minneapolis-based company makes dog apparel, gear, and bandanas. lucyand.co
Y El Shourbagy also founded Dogs of Instagram, an account with more than 5 million followers.

HEALTH +
MEDTECH

Abilitech Medical
ANGIE ZAVORAL CONLEY
FOUNDER AND CEO

(V Medtronic marketing manager)
An Eden Prairie-based medical device
company known for its Abilitech Assist, a
wearable orthotic device that supports
patients with upper-limb weakness or
injury. abilitechmedical.com
YAbilitech Medical was a 2019 MN Cup Grand Prize
and Tekne Medtech Award winner.

CATEGORY ICON FROM THE NOUN PROJECT: (HEALTH)

SOUND BITE
“The mission is what
carries you through.
... This is my imprint
on the world ... an
exciting opportunity to
ﬁll an unmet need and
change the lives not
just of patients but their
caregivers.”
—Angie Zavoral Conley,
Abilitech Medical,
By All Means podcast
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Bright Health Group
BOB SHEEHY
CO-FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN

(VUnitedHealthcare CEO)
The Minneapolis-based integrated health
care company uses technology and a
curated network of doctors, clinics, and
hospitals to provide quality health care at
a low price. brighthealthgroup.com
YBright Health went public in June, raising
$924 million.

Clinician Nexus
KATRINA ANDERSON
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(V HealthPartners communications
associate)
The Minneapolis computer software company offers products with multidirectional
data sharing that enables health systems,
schools, students, and clinicians to coordinate, monitor, and measure student success in clinical settings.cliniciannexus.com

SOUND BITE
“A world without Clinician
Nexus was scarier than
quitting my job.”
—Katrina Anderson,
Clinician Nexus,
By All Means podcast

(VChildren’s Minnesota vice president of
business development and innovation;
Cargill asset manager)
The St. Paul-based digital health care
platform connects patients, doctors, and
pharmacists in African countries to pharmacists and clinicians in the U.S., allowing
people in the U.S. to access and pay for
quality medications for their family members in Africa. diaspocare.com
YWandji has founded four startups, including
NextPakk and Sandogame.

Geneticure
SCOTT SNYDER
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(VTarget buyer and business analyst)
The Rochester-based biotech company
uses genomics and integrative physiology
to develop personalized diagnostics tests
and tools for clinician use. geneticure.com

HabitAware
ANEELA IDNANI KUMAR
CO-FOUNDER

(V Fallon senior integrated producer)
SAMEER KUMAR
CEO

(V Ameriprise Financial director of
strategy and business development)
The Minneapolis-based wearable technology company is known for its development
of a habit-tracking awareness bracelet
called Keen, which helps users break
the cycle of behaviors including
hair pulling, skin picking,
and nail biting.
habitaware.com
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Marani Health
SOUND BITE
“When things get hard,
you have to focus on the
reason why you’re in it,
which for us was to solve
this problem.”
—Sameer Kumar,
HabitAware,
By All Means podcast

CO-FOU N DER A N D CEO:

Ann Holder
(V Mayo Clinic entrepreneur in residence; Medtronic executive
director of integrated health solutions; General Mills operations
manager)
CO-FOU N DER , CFO, A N D COO:

Kathy Tune
(Current partner at Capita3; V Piper Sandler analyst; partner at
Thomas, McNerney & Partners)
PR ODU CT:

Imanis Life Sciences
KAH-WHYE PENG
CO-FOUNDER AND COO

A tech-enabled digital health platform for prenatal and postpartum
care. In addition to standard biometrics, the company is developing
a wireless, reusable textile-based product for maternal and fetal
monitoring at home.

(Current Mayo Clinic professor
of oncology)

FU N DS R A I SED TO DA TE:

DR. S TEPHEN R USSEL L
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

2021 PR OJ ECTI ON :

(Current Mayo Clinic professor of
molecular medicine)
The Rochester-based biotech company
provides novel virological solutions for
the advancement of science and public
health. imanislife.com
YDeveloped the Immuno-Cov test to
measure the body’s defense capabilities
against Covid-19.

$10 million
Completion and ofﬁcial launch of the platform
COR POR A TE I N SI GHTS:

“I was fortunate to have a fulﬁlling corporate career that gave me
the experiences I needed across engineering, operations, ﬁnance,
and business development to start and build a company,” Holder
says. “I was in positions as an individual contributor as well as
leading teams. I learned a lot about bringing products and services
to market in both large and small companies.” maranihealth.com

Inspire Medical Systems
TIM HERBERT
PRESIDENT AND CEO

(V Medtronic product developer and
clinical researcher)
The Minneapolis-based medical device
company is developing products to treat
sleep apnea. inspiresleep.com

ANDREW HEADRICK
FOUNDER AND CEO

(V Piper Jaffray health care investment
banking analyst)
A direct-to-employer health care provider
based in Minneapolis, offering subscription-based primary health care via telehealth and in-person house visits.
kavirahealth.com
YLaunched in March and currently serving
Twin Cities companies.
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Marani
Health
co-founders
Ann Holder
(left) and
Kathy Tune

PHOTOS: CAITLIN ABRAMS (HOLDER, TUNE); C/O NEW RULES
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Morari Medical
JEFF BENNETT
FOUNDER AND CEO

(V Medtronic product manager; oston
cientiﬁc marketing manager)
The Maple Grove company makes a wearable device that uses neurostimulation to
treat premature ejaculation.
morarimedical.com

Rebiotix
LEE JONES
FOUNDER, PRESIDENT, AND CEO

(V Medtronic general manager)
The Roseville clinical-stage biotech company is using the microbiome to treat gastrointestinaldiseases. rebioti .com
YJones is also the director of New Prague-based
home health service company Electromed.

Rion
DR. ATTA BEHFAR
CO-FOUNDER

(Current director of the cardiac
regeneration program and deputy director
of translation regenerative medicine at
Mayo Clinic)

A Shark Tank
pitch competition
at NEW RULES

NEW RULES
CHRISTOPHER WEBLEY
FOUNDER (VTarget te tile engineer)

NEW RULES is a modern real estate collective that turns empty buildings in Black and
brown communities into innovative spaces designed by the communities they serve.
newrulesmn.com
YGo inside NEW RULES’ North Minneapolis space, page 12.

DR. ANDRE TERZIC
CO-FOUNDER

(Current Mayo Clinic professor of
cardiovascular research)
Rochester-based Rion is a clinical-stage
regenerative medicine company developing
exosome therapeutics to treat conditions
where tissue regeneration is needed.
riont .com

Sonex Health
CATEGORY ICON FROM THE NOUN PROJECT: MIRA DA SILVA, BR (SERVICES)

DR. DARRYL BARNES
FOUNDER AND CEO

(V Mayo Clinic ealth ystem medical
director and physician)
The Eagan medical device company’s
SX-One MicroKnife allows for a less invasive procedure to treat carpal tunnel.
sone health.com

Vyriad
KAH-WHYE PENG
CO-FOUNDER AND CTO

(Current Mayo Clinic professor of
oncology)
D R. S TEPHEN R USSEL L
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(Current Mayo Clinic professor of
molecular medicine)
Rochester-based Vyriad develops viral and
gene-based therapies to attack cancer cells
and prevent recurrence. vyriad.com

LegalQ
S E RV IC E S

ZEB ANDERSON
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(V Medtronic analytics manager)

Float

WAGMA GHARWAL
CO-FOUNDER AND ADVISOR

JAKE MCHENRY
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO

(Current elu e Corp. senior contract
strategist)

(VTarget business analyst)
The Minneapolis-based company is like
an Airbnb for boats, connecting boat owners and renters across the Land of 10,000
Lakes. lets oat.com

TIM SCHUSTER
CO-FOUNDER AND CMO

Kaleidoscope

(VThrivent development consultant)
The Minneapolis-based app offers users
on-demand 15- or 30-minute consultations
with a licensed attorney. legal .io

GREGORY DEHN
FOUNDER AND CEO

(VTarget and Medtronic technology
director; nited ealth roup mergers
and ac uisitions technology integration
leader; oston cientiﬁ c information
systems leader)
The Minneapolis-based company’s goal
is to make education more accessible using
its hosting platform and by matching
organizations offering awards, scholarships, and grants with students who need
them. mykaleidoscope.com

SOUND BITE
“People don’t want to
stay in an uncomfortable
place, but there’s no
quick ﬁx to becoming
inclusive.”
—Rosemary Ugboajah,
Neka Creative,
By All Means podcast
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Neka Creative
ROSEMARY UGBOAJAH
CEO

(VTarget marketing senior specialist;
Colle McVoy account supervisor;
Yamamoto account supervisor)
The Minneapolis-based brand development agency focuses on what it calls
Inclusivity Marketing—a holistic approach
of integrating different perspectives and
experiences into one cohesive brand process. nekacreative.com

Pivot Strategies
STACIA NELSON
FOUNDER AND CEO

(VTarget global affairs manager)
Minneapolis-based Pivot Strategies is an
internal communications agency with
clients including Abbott Laboratories, 3M,
General Mills, Medtronic, and Cargill.
pivotstrategies.com
GenEQTY founder
Dionne Gumbs

Sidewalk Dog Media
ALI JARVIS
FOUNDER AND CEO

(VTarget accountant)
The Edina-based media company creates
content geared to “pup parents” in the Twin
Cities, Chicago, Denver, and Seattle.
sidewalkdog.com

F O U N D E R A N D CEO :

Dionne Gumbs
(VU.S. Trust senior vice
president, private client advisor)
SE RV I C E :

GenEQTY is a Minneapolisbased ﬁnancial technology
company developing digital
banking solutions to help small
businesses and solopreneurs
improve ﬁnancial performance,
manage business health, and get
faster access to funding through
a single central, data-driven
business hub.
F U N D S R A I SE D TO D ATE :

Previously self-funded, the
company has recently raised
an undisclosed amount to
accelerate product development
and growth.
20 21 P R O JE C TIO N:

Set to launch this fall, GenEQTY
was recently accepted into the
Mastercard Start Path startup
engagement program. “Being
chosen for this highly selective
program accelerates our brand
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presence and allows us to
leverage the power of a massive,
powerful global player,” Gumbs
says. “Start Path companies have
gone on to raise more than $4
billion in post-program capital.”
C O RPOR A TE I N SI GHTS:

“Two decades working in
ﬁnancial services highlighted
many areas of opportunity
for the industry. Notably, the
barriers to success—let alone
entry— for women and minority
business owners were all too
prevalent. My most successful
clients would often share how
unnecessarily difﬁcult their
journey in accessing capital
and resources had been. The
potential of women and minority
business owners is overlooked far
too often,” Gumbs says. “But not
anymore. GenEQTY is a platform
born out of the intense desire to
give ﬁnancial freedom and relief
to more business owners.”
geneqty.com

VF Health Fitness Solutions
VALERIE FLEURANTIN
FOUNDER AND CEO

(VTarget data governance analyst;
Medtronic software engineer)
The fitness company offers a variety of
in-person and virtual classes, including
Zumba, HITT, and abs boot camps.
vfhealthﬁ tnesssolutions.com

Valerie
Fleurantin
leading a VF
Health Fitness
Solutions class
at Target Field
in Minneapolis

PHOTOS: CAITLIN ABRAMS (GUMBS, BALTER); C/O VF HEALTH FITNESS SOLUTIONS
CATEGORY ICONS FROM THE NOUN PROJECT: JOHANNES BEN JURCA, DE
(FOOD); RAFAEL GARCIA MOTTA, BR (CONSUMER), ALBERTO GONGORA, CO
(HEALTH), MIRA DA SILVA, BR(SERVICES), AUTTAPOL, TH (SOFTWARE)

GenEQTY
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SOUND BITE
“There’s so much
technology that comes out
that is just a ﬂashy light
and spinning wheels. We
want to deliver competitive
advantage.”
—Dan Mallin, Lucy AI,
TCB interview

Peach Mindfulness
FOU N DER :

Quyen Balter
(VTarget data scientist)
SOFTWA R E:

An AI-personalized meditation app created by the St. Paul-based
company in collaboration with a Buddhist monk.
FU N DS R A I SED TO DA TE:

$35,000
2021 PR OJ ECTI ON :

50 percent revenue growth by the end of the year
S OF T WA R E

Apple & Banana
RISHI MURUGESAN
CO-FOUNDER AND HEAD
OF DESIGN

(V Best Buy UX designer)
SIBI MURUGESAN
CO-FOUNDER AND HEAD
OF PRODUCT AND GROWTH

COR POR A TE I N SI GHTS:

“My experience working in top technology companies has inspired
me to develop products that humanize tech,” Balter says. “In the
past, we used to think machines were cold and aloof. At Peach, we
are building a system that understands your mood, wants, and needs,
and we deliver the exact meditation that you need at the moment.”
peachmindfulness.com Q

Peach
Mindfulness
founder
Quyen Balter

(V Best Buy senior strategy analyst)
VARUN MURUGESAN
CO-FOUNDER AND HEAD
OF RESEARCH

(V Best Buy research manager and
United HealthGroup data analyst)
The Minneapolis-based computer software
company makes UX resources and software. appleandbanana.org

CATEGORY ICONS FROM THE NOUN PROJECT: JOHANNES BEN JURCA, DE
(FOOD); RAFAEL GARCIA MOTTA, BR (CONSUMER), ALBERTO GONGORA, CO
(HEALTH), MIRA DA SILVA, BR(SERVICES), AUTTAPOL, TH (SOFTWARE)

Lucy AI
DAN MALLIN
FOUNDER AND CEO

(V 3M manager)
The Minneapolis-based artiﬁcial intelligence-powered management assistant
helps securely integrate internal ﬁ les and
systems. lucy.ai

SayKid
DELONN CROSBY
FOUNDER AND CEO

(VTarget senior general manager,
corporate social responsibility)
The Minneapolis-based voice technology
company’s ToyBot, a plush voice-interactive robot, is designed to make early education more accessible. saykid.com
Y2020 Grand Prize winner at the Alexa EdTech
Challenge at South by Southwest’s education
conference and festival.
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Amol Dixit
directs
General Mills’
G-Works
internal
startup
incubator.
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Innovating
on the

Inside
WITH VENTURE FUNDING DRIVING ENTREPRENEURSHIP TODAY,
MINNESOTA’S BIG BUSINESSES WANT TO CREATE INTERNAL STARTUP
CULTURES TO RECONNECT WITH THEIR INVENTIVE ROOTS.
By Allison Kaplan Q Photographs by Eliesa Johnson

ot every company names its growth strategy. But General
Mills Inc. is a global marketing machine, so the Golden
Valley-based behemoth dubbed its spring 2021 blueprint
“Accelerate.” The company is restructuring to “increase
agility,” which will result in the elimination of 700 to
800 North American jobs and another 600 to 700 worldwide—news
that grabbed most of the headlines. But cost savings weren’t the only
driver. The reorganization also created several new leadership roles
focused on transformation, growth, and disruption. Like many
Fortune 500s that are feeling pressure to move at the speed of startups,
the company that created Cheerios wants to bulk up its innovation
muscle.
“This is an acknowledgement that we can’t just do things the way
we used to do it,” says Doug Martin, General Mills’ newly appointed

N

disruptive growth officer. Previously the president of the company’s
dairy operating division, Martin was promoted in June to oversee
a new team focused on growth opportunities. That includes G-Works,
a new internal innovation engine, and the 301 Inc. venture capital
arm, which invests in and mentors emerging brands.
“There are things we do really well: delivering big brands everywhere in America safely and effectively. And we’re good at marketing
those big brands,” Martin says. “But there’s a big difference between
the skill set of someone running a billion-dollar brand and the skill
set of someone who is going to create something new, from scratch.”
Enter Amol Dixit. Make that “re-enter.”
Dixit started his career at General Mills and spent 15 years
climbing the ranks to a senior marketing manager position. In
2011, he became manager of a team that identified and executed
T C B M A G . C O M / StartMN •
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investments in emerging food
brands. “I wanted to be an
innovation g uy at Genera l
Mills,” he recalls. A year later,
he left to do it his own way. He
launched Hot Indian, a fastcasual restaurant concept with
ambition to popularize Indian
cuisine. Today, Hot Indian has
t wo locations, at Midtow n
Global Market in Minneapolis
and Mall of America (a third,
in the downtown Minneapolis
skyways, remains in pandemic
limbo). Dixit has become a
familiar face in the local food
and startup scenes thanks to
his pioneering concept, cheeky
branding, and support of corp or ate t it a n s l i ke for me r
General Mills chief marketing
officer Mark Addicks, now a
Hot Indian investor.
But as is often the case with
startups, revenue doesn’t necessarily match the buzz. So with a
trusted head chef running Hot
Indian’s day-to-day operation,
Dixit went looking for his next
opportunity. He found it in the
last place he expected: back where
he started, at General Mills, running the G-Works incubator.
“This isn’t me coming back
to get on the marketing career
path,” Dixit says. “This is me
seeing an opportunity to be an
innovation leader. For me, it
feels like the company is in a
different place. Innovation is
front and center. To be part of a
group that is going to play a big
role in achieving that ambition,
it’s exciting.”
A STARTUP MENTALITY

General Mills isn’t Minnesota’s
only large company stepping up
internal innovation. Cargill
launched the Entrepreneurial

Digital Growth Engine (EDGE)
last year to pursue new ideas
unencumbered by the typical
corporate process.
“Often in big corporations,
the team comes up with a new
idea and then applies traditional
business decision-making, like
‘What’s the [return on investment]?’ The biggest tech giants
wouldn’t be what they are today
w it h t hat t h i n k i ng ,” s ay s
Lawrence Wang, Cargill’s director of digital strategy development. “We’ve always had it in
our DNA to be innovative—but
we need to learn how to take
more risks and how to invest in
the big market potential of new
ideas.”
That means making investments without guarantees. Fail
fast. Test cheaply. The pace of
innovation today requires looking beyond the corporate walls,

Wang says.
For many big companies, the
most efficient way to evolve is
through acquisitions. Wang says
Cargill has learned a lot about
the startup mentality by working with independent founders
through its Techstars Farm to
Fork Accelerator, but the company also wants to capitalize on
the institutional knowledge of
its 155,000 employees.
That’s what EDGE is meant
to do. The program is staffed by
a small team of people who have
corporate innovation or entrepreneurial experience. Anyone
in Cargill’s global workforce can
put forth an idea, and the EDGE
team will decide whether there’s
a viable path to scale. If greenlighted, the employee with the
idea might become a “founder”
and work on the project part
time—or more; EDGE will pro-

vide the resources, support, and
necessary capital to pursue new
ideas. Both Cargill and General
Mills declined to say how much
funding is available to their new
startup programs.
“The goal is to develop a portfolio of investments,” Wang
says. “You need a high volume
of ideas to do that.”
As for General Mills, “We’re
very good at flowing capital into
t h i ngs t hat a re work i ng ,”
Martin says.
G-Works’ mission is much
the same as Cargill’s EDGE, but
General Mills took a different
approach to setting it up. The
depa r t ment consists of 20
“builders” divided into threeperson teams. (Most came from
other departments in the company; a few, like Dixit, were
ex ter na l h i res.) E ach t r io
includes a commercial lead, a

“In traditional corporate jobs, there’s a
playbook for how to build, how to manage, how to
grow. Here, we’re building that playbook.”
—AM OL D IXIT, D IRECTOR O F G -WORKS STA RT U P I N CU B ATOR, G E N E RA L M I LL S
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technical lead, and a trend specialist. The G-Works teams
identify “opportunity areas”
and find a consumer problem
they want to solve. “We’re very
open in how we define opportunity areas,” Martin says. The
key, he says, is finding space
between existing products. For
example, “We shouldn’t have a
G-Works team coming up with
a new cereal flavor.”

FOOD PHOTO: C/O GOOD MEASURE

Dixit at Midtown Global
Market, where a mural of
the Hot Indian food truck
decorates his restaurant’s
wall. Below: Good
Measure, the ﬁrst product
line from the G-Works
incubator, now in stores.

G-Works’ first product is
a lready on shelves at loca l
Hy-Vee stores and Amazon.
Good Measure is a snack brand
targeted to people with diabetes.
It resulted from a team digging
into the unique pain points
faced by people who have to
think about how what they eat
interacts with their blood sugar.
Nearly one in six adults in the
U.S. has been diagnosed with
prediabetes or diabetes, accord-

ing to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
It’s the sort of niche product
line that might have come from
a solo founder with diabetes
who experiences dietary struggles every day. G-Works is an
attempt to improve on the ideation and support for smaller
ideas, Martin says, rather than
what has become the sweet spot
of many large companies like
Genera l Mills : ma k ing big
brands bigger.
“T he compe t it ion f rom
smaller brands has clearly been
exposed in the food space,”
Martin says. “We’d like to
rebuild some of that muscle of
creating and nurturing brands
in their infancy so that, one day,

they can be big enough to live
comfortably within the bigger
machine that is General Mills.”
15% CULTURE

But can big companies really get
out of their own way?
At 3M, a freewheeling spirit
of entrepreneurship was in
effect long before Jeff Bezos and
Richard Branson built rocket
ships to launch themselves into
space. Company leaders today

often recite the edict of William
L. McKnight, who became 3M’s
president in 1929: “Delegate
responsibility, and encourage
men and women to exercise
their initiative.”
That philosophy, held by several early company leaders, led
to 3M’s longstanding “15% culture,” which allows employees
to pursue passion projects on
company time that may or may
not be related to their day jobs.
Post-it Notes are the classic
example: A 3M scientist charged
with making strong adhesives
came across one that stuck
lightly to surfaces and didn’t
bond. After several years of noodling with potential applications, a colleague griping about
how his scrap notes fell out of
his hymnal inspired the eureka
moment.
“I’d argue almost all of our
products come out of 15%
time,” says John Banovetz, 3M
chief technology officer.
The company doesn’t track
15% time. Some employees
mark it on their calendars; for
others, it’s more of a general
understanding that daydreaming is good for business.
“As a leader, I don’t want to
know what you’re working on,”
Banovetz says. “As soon as I
know, it creates that compulsion
of , ‘This has to work.’ ’’ For large
companies to successfully create
a culture of innovation, it’s
essential to support ideation,
Banovetz says. “Knowing that
only three in 10 ideas may succeed, it’s more important to
promote that personal initiative.
The payoff is long term.”
In today’s business environment, where successful entrepreneurs become celebrities and
VC firms throw mega-millions
at potential unicorns that have
yet to turn a profit, you have to
wonder: Would that 3M scientist have left the company and
tried to launch Post-its alone?
The lure of entrepreneurship
has become more powerful and,
seemingly, more tangible, says

Myles Shaver, professor of strategic management and entrepreneurship at the University
of Minnesota’s Carlson School
of Management. “There’s a bigger focus today on entrepreneurial education. Students
want to take these classes.”
That path was less obvious
when Dixit earned his MBA in
2002. “If I had to label myself, I
don’t know if ‘entrepreneur’ was
the thing I would have said back
then,” Dixit says. “I think I’m
an innovator, and you can apply
that anywhere.”
The “working in a garage,
subsisting on ramen” stories of
starting a company tend to get
glamorized, but the realities of
being a startup founder can take
their toll. “There’s the emotional side: I have the feeling
that the best possible version of
Hot Indian hasn’t yet seen the
light of day, and that’s on me.
I’ve made some bad decisions
over the past eight years, but I
still have such belief in the brand
and what we’re trying to do,”
Dixit says. “Then there’s the
practical side of it: I have leases,
bank debt, investors, employees.
There are always obligations,
and you’ve got to do everything
in your power to meet those
obligations.”
Corporate innovation support
eliminates some of the more
nerve-racking aspects of starting
up. “It allows me to focus on the
task at hand,” Dixit says.
But the reward of writing
payroll checks is the determination it creates to succeed.
“We’re still figuring out how
to do this in a corporate setting
as effectively and efficiently as
possible,” Dixit says. “In traditional corporate jobs, there’s a
playbook for how to build, how
to manage, how to grow. Here,
we’re building that playbook. All
of these accelerators and venture
funds, we have to think about
the equivalent for corporate
entrepreneurship. How prescribed should the playbook be?
How do we plug into the food
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startup world? How do you gain
big company resources while
gaining empathy for what it
means to be an entrepreneur?”
At G-Works, Dixit has the
space to explore all of those
questions and experiment with
the answers.
“We don’t know what perfect
looks like here,” Martin says.

“We need to
learn how to
take more
risks and
how to invest
in the big
market
potential of
new ideas.”
— LAWR E NCE WANG ,
DI RE C TOR OF
DI GI TAL STRATEGY
DE VELOPMENT,
C AR G ILL

For now, G-Works members
receive the same sort of compensation package as any other
General Mills employee. But
everything is up for discussion
and disruption, Martin says. “We
need to think about incenting
the right behavior. We’re not
going to do that on Cheerios. But
here, the whole model assumes
a level of failure that’s pretty
high—and now and then, you’re
going to hit it out of the park.”
At 3M, accolades come to
those who shine, but there’s no
monetary award for a successful
15% project, Banovetz says. “My
advice to other companies: Be
conscious of the pivots that happen, and support the people who
choose to pursue new ideas.
Innovation is very much a team
sport.” Q
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SUPPORTING
STARTUPS
Four Twin Cities-based corporate
accelerators with proven results.
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N

ot all of the big ideas come from
big companies. More than 75
businesses in the Fortune 100 are now
active in corporate venturing, according
to Inc. magazine. In the Twin Cities, home
to the most Fortune 500 companies
per capita of any metro area, several
corporations run their own external
startup accelerator programs.
Beyond funding, most provide
resources and expertise to help small
businesses grow. The goal might
be acquisition or partnership, but
sometimes it’s simply about learning and
mentorship. “When you think about a
startup, what they need most is access to
the market and expertise. Meanwhile, big
Q Techstars Farm to Fork
Accelerator
Cargill & Ecolab
FOUND ED : 2018
PUR POS E: The six-month

accelerator program—
developed as a partnership
between Cargill, Ecolab,
and Colorado-based seed
accelerator Techstars—aims
to identify and encourage
disruptive concepts and
innovation along the food
production chain.
WA NTED : Early-stage
food system disruptors,
particularly digital
innovation, robotics,
genomics, and artificial
intelligence
A LUM NI : Prepr, Dispatch
Goods, Food For All,
Canomiks

PHOTO: ISTOCK

Q Target Takeoff

corporations need access to innovators
and solutions that could potentially
be disruptive,” says Lawrence Wang,
Cargill’s director of digital strategy
development. “Our overall belief is we
need to transform ourselves and be
better at how we innovate internally, but
we also know that there are a lot of big
problems to be solved in food and ag
and our environment, such as food safety,
security, sustainability, and transparency.
We can’t do it alone. We need a broader
ecosystem of innovators to bring these
things to life and market.”
Here’s a sampling of corporate
accelerators active in the Twin Cities.
—Tess Allen

retail
companies looking to
scale and learn how to get
their products into Target
retail stores
ALUMNI: Sienna Naturals,
Busy Baby, Mented
cosmetics, PlantPaper

mentors and investors.
WANTED: Insurance
technology startups
ALUMNI: Inkit, Trust Stamp,
and Rocket Dollar

Target also has a second
accelerator called
Forward Founders,
an eight-week online
program geared to
earlier-stage product
companies with founders
from traditionally
underresourced
populations.

FOU NDE D: 2013
PU RPOSE : General Mills

WANTED: Established

Q OnRamp Insurance
Accelerator
Allianz Life & Securian
Financial

Target

FOU NDE D: 2015
PU RPOSE: Jointly

FOUND ED : 2016
PUR POS E: Target Takeoff is

developed by
Allianz and Securian
with the help of
gener8tor, a company
that specializes in
building economic
development
programs, this
accelerator invests
in five insurance
technology startups
each year, supporting
them through a threemonth concierge
program. Each startup
receives a $100,000
cash investment, Twin
Cities office space, and
access to gener8tor’s
global network of

geared toward consumer
brands. The five-week
program runs several
times a year, each time
focusing on a specific
category (wellness, food
and beverage, pets, etc.).
It provides participating
startups with mentorship
from subject matter
experts inside and outside
Target, plus tailored
curriculum to help scale
into mass retail. In the
final week, participants
get the chance to pitch
their businesses to Target
buyers.

Q 301 Inc.
General Mills

invests in emerging food
and beverage brands
and provides access to
resources and networks
to help with product
development, supply
chain, marketing, and
channel development.
WANTED: Emerging food
and beverage brands
that have demonstrated
success in the market and
ability to scale quickly
ALUMNI: Beyond Meat, No
Cow, Good Culture, Kite Hill

“One example is our
partnership with Halo
Investing, the world’s ﬁrst
independent, multi-issuer
technology platform for
structured notes [debt
obligation]. We initially
invested in Halo in 2019 and
since then have continued
to collaborate with them on
things like the distribution
of the AllianzIM Buffered
Outcome ETFs and their
new annuities platform,
which launched this spring.”
—Chad Virgin, managing director,
Allianz Life Ventures
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Exit Strategy
SPORTSENGINE CO-FOUNDER JUSTIN
KAUFENBERG SHARES FACTORS
TO CONSIDER BEFORE SELLING
A STARTUP, PLUS HOW TO LEAVE
GRACEFULLY.

Demystifying
the Sell
By Dan Niepow

J

ustin Kaufenberg has been through nearly every stage of
the startup life cycle. In 2008, he and college classmate
Carson Kipfer launched Sport Ngin, based in Minneapolis,
as a small digital platform to connect amateur and youth sports
players with local teams. After landing millions in funding over
the next eight years, they sold the company in 2016 to NBC Sports,
which rebranded the app SportsEngine. Today, the platform
boasts more than 35 million monthly users, and it’s still growing.
Now Kaufenberg, who stepped down as CEO in 2019, is on the
other side of the startup ecosystem: He works as a managing
director with Minneapolis-based venture capital fi rm Rally
Ventures. He shares insights from his experience scaling, selling,
and stepping away from the company he built.

E V E RYO N E A F F E C T E D BY T H E
SALE. You have to talk about what exactly

is going to happen to customers, to the
employees—benefits, retirement plans,
compensation. As an entrepreneur, you
have got to get really smart really fast on
actual deal structure. Very few deals are
as clean in reality as they are reported in
48 • T C B M A G . C O M / StartMN
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the newspaper. LEVER AGE CORPO R ATE SUPPORT. When we were fi rst
building the company, there wasn’t as
much corporate or Fortune 500 support
as there is today with accelerators and other
programs. I would encourage founders
and entrepreneurs to push hard on those
doors today, because there are people there
who want to help. I don’t know of a Fortune
500 out there right now that doesn’t want
to be more active in the startup community. EMPLOY PEOPLE WHO WILL
CA R RY O UT YO U R VI S I O N .

SportsEngine was always a very good utility
for running a sports organization. But we
weren’t initially as strong on the actual
pieces of the application that faced the

consumers. I’m so proud of the fact that
the team, even in my absence, has made
that consumer experience so much better.
LET GO OF CONTROL BUT REMAIN
A B R A N D C H A M P I O N . I live on

SportsEngine. I’ve got three kids, and they
all play multiple sports. It’s unique to be
on the other side as a parent. EMBRACE
NEW OPPORTUNITIES. I was fortunate, in joining Rally Ventures, that I was
given the leeway to make traditional investments, but I’ve also got the ability to start
and spin companies out of Rally. We’ve
done that a couple of times now. One is
Yardstik, in the background screening and
certification management space. I hope to
continue to do that at least once a year.

PHOTO: C/O JUSTIN KAUFENBERG

ASK A LOT OF QUESTIONS.

We found ourselves asking NBC Sports
and [parent company] Comcast, “Why do
you want to acquire SportsEngine? How
does it fit into your bigger vision and strategy?” The buyer or partner should have a
really clear, strategic rationale for the
acquisition. That’s going to spell success
following the acquisition. CONSIDE R
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THE MINNESOTA
TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATION IS
PROUD TO SUPPORT
STARTMN AND THE
ENTREPRENEURS
AND INNOVATIVE
COMPANIES
DRIVING
MINNESOTA’S
TECH FUTURE.

Learn more about our programming
and initiatives at mntech.org.
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FORGE NORTH
IS A MOVEMENT.

Minneapolis-Saint Paul is an extraordinary place to
start and scale ventures. Our companies are solving
some of the world’s greatest challenges. Together, we
are building America’s best innovation ecosystem.
Join us!
forgenorth.com
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